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SYMPLECTIC GEOMETRY ON
MODULI SPACES OF STABLE PAIRS
BY FRANCESCO BOTTACIN

ABSTRACT. - In [H], Hitchin studied, from the point of view of symplectic geometry, the cotangent bundle
r*^/s(r, d} of the moduli space of stable vector bundles Us (f^ d) on a smooth irreducible projective curve C. He
r

considered the map H : T*Us(r,d) —> ^HQ(C,K^), which associates to a pair (E,(f)) the coefficients of the
i=l

characteristic polynomial of (/), and proved that this is an algebraically completely integrable Hamiltonian system.
Here we generalize such results by replacing the canonical line bundle K by any line bundle L for which
K~1 0 L has a non-zero section. We consider the moduli space M.'(r,d,L) as constructed by Nitsure [N]
and, in particular, the connected component MQ of this space which contains the pairs (E,(f)) for which E
is stable; this component is a smooth quasi-projective variety. For each non-zero section s of K~1 0 L, we
r

define a Poisson structure Os on MQ and show that the Hitchin map H : M.Q —» ff^H°(C,L^ is again an
i==l

algebraically completely integrable system (in a generalized sense). More precisely, H may be considered as a
family of completely integrable systems on the symplectic leaves of M.Q, parametrized by an affine space. This is
a generalization of an analogous result proved by Beauville in [Bl], in the special case C = P 1 .
Finally we shall describe the canonical symplectic structure of the cotangent bundle of the moduli space of
stable parabolic vector bundles on C, and analyze the relationships with our previous results.

Introduction
Let us denote by Us{r^ d) the moduli space of stable vector bundles of rank r and degree
d over a smooth irreducible projective curve C of genus g >_ 2, defined over the complex
field C. Let K be the canonical line bundle on (7.
The cotangent bundle T*Us{r^d} to the moduli variety Us(r^d} may be described as
the set of isomorphism classes of pairs (JS,<^), where E is a stable vector bundle and
(/) : E —> E 0 K is a homomorphism of vector bundles.
Let us consider the map
r

H : T*^M) ^ W = (])ff°(C7,JT)
i=l

which associates to a pair (£', ^) the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of (f).
It happens that the dimension of the vector space W is equal to the dimension of the
moduli variety Us(r^d}, hence dimT*^(r,d) == 2dimW. In [H], Hitchin proved that
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the component functions H ^ . . . ,HN (N = dimW) of H are functionally independent
Poisson commuting functions, i.e., {Hi,H,} = 0, for every ij, where {.,.} is the
Poisson bracket associated to the canonical symplectic structure of the cotangent bundle
T*Z^(r, d). Moreover the generic fiber of H is isomorphic to an open subset of an abelian
variety, and the Hamiltonian vector fields corresponding to the functions H ^ , . . . , H N
give N commuting linear vector fields on these fibers. In other words, the map H is an
algebraically completely integrable Hamiltonian system.
In this paper we generalize such results by replacing the canonical line bundle K by
any line bundle L for which K~1 (g) L has a non-zero section.
In Section 1 we consider the moduli space M'(r, d, L) of stable pairs as constructed by
Nitsure [N]. If P(r, d, L) denotes the open subset of M^r, d, L) consisting of pairs (E, (/>)
for which E is a stable bundle, then the natural map TT : P(r, d, L) -^ Us(r, d), sending a
pair (E, cf)) to the vector bundle E, makes P(r, d, L) a vector bundle over Z^(r, d).
Then, in Section 2, we consider the analogue of the Hitchin map:
r

H : M\r, d, L) -^ W = Q) H\C, 27)
i=l

In this case one proves that the dimension of M' is no more equal to twice the dimension of
the vector space W. Even more importantly, the variety M' does not carry any canonically
defined symplectic structure. This shows that our construction is not a trivial generalization
of the situation described by Hitchin.
Actually, by the infinitesimal study of the variety M' carried out in Section 3, we are
able to define, for any non-zero section s of K~1 ® L, a map
B, : r*A^o0 -T
-. -r.Mo,
LJVi
Q^

which defines an antisymmetric contravariant 2-tensor Os € H^^M^f^TM'o).
In Section 4 we shall prove that this defines a Poisson structure on MQ. Needless to say,
if L = K and s is the identity section of Oc, this Poisson structure is actually symplectic
and coincides with the canonical symplectic structure of the cotangent bundle T*^(r, d).
Then we shall see that the component functions H ^ , . . . , H N of H still give N
functionally independent holomorphic functions which are in involution, i.e., {Hi,Hj}s =
0, for every ij, where {•,•}„ is the Poisson bracket defined by 0s. Again it may be
seen that the generic fiber H-1^) is isomorphic to an open subset of an abelian variety
(precisely the Jacobian variety of the spectral curve defined by cr), and that the Hamiltonian
vector fields corresponding to the functions H ^ , . . . , HN give N commuting vector fields
on the fibers of Jf, which are linear on these fibers. Therefore we say that the map H
defines an algebraically completely integrable Hamiltonian system (in a generalized sense).
More precisely, we shall see that H may be considered as a family of completely
integrable systems on the symplectic leaves of the Poisson variety M'^ parametrized by
an affine space. This generalizes an analogous result proved by Beauville in [Bl], in the
special case C = P 1 .
If we restrict to consider vector bundles with fixed determinant bundle, we get almost
the same results as in the general case. The most relevant difference is that the Hamiltonian
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system defined by the Hitchin map H linearizes on the (generalized) Prym varieties of the
coverings TT : Xcr —> C, instead of on the Jacobian varieties of the spectral curves X^.
Finally, in Section 5, we shall consider the moduli spaces of stable parabolic vector
bundles over C. By using our previous results, we are able to give an explicit description
of the canonical symplectic structure of the cotangent bundle of these moduli varieties.
We note here that an analogous result has been obtained by Biswas and Ramanan in [BR].
Their paper contains also a somewhat more general infinitesimal study of moduli functors
in terms of hypercohomology.
Our construction will enable us to identify some special symplectic subvarieties of P
with subvarieties of the cotangent bundle of the moduli space of stable parabolic bundles,
with the induced canonical symplectic structure. This holds, in particular, for the cotangent
bundle T*Us(r^ d), which is embedded in P by the map sending a pair (JS, <^) to (£, scf>).
Note: very recently we have been informed that a student of R. DonagFs, E. Markman,
has obtained similar results in his PhD thesis [Ma].
Acknowledgments
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1. The moduli space of stable pairs
1.1 MODULI SPACES OF (SEMI)STABLE VECTOR BUNDLES.

Let C be a smooth irreducible projective curve of genus g >_ 2 over an algebraically
closed field k. For a vector bundle E over (7, we set p,{E) = deg(£)/rank(£'), and we
say that E is semistable (resp. stable) if, for every proper subbundle F of E, we have
^(F) ^ /,(£) (resp. ^(F) < ^(E)).
Let d, r G N, with r >: 2. We shall denote by U{r, d) the moduli space of ^-equivalence
classes of semistable vector bundles over C of rank r and degree d, and by Us{r,d) the
subvariety consisting of isomorphism classes of stable ones. We recall that if (r, d) = 1
then U{r^d) = Us(r^d} is a fine moduli space for isomorphism classes of stable vector
bundles. As a consequence, we have the existence of a Poincare vector bundle on U{r^ d).
Remark I.I.I. - If r and d are not coprime, it is known that there does not exist a
Poincare vector bundle on any (Zariski) open subset ofZ^(r, d). However, Poincare families
of vector bundles do exist locally in the etale topology.
Remark 1.1.2. - We shall discuss here some problems connected with the existence of
a Poincare vector bundle on U(r^d). Using the notations of [S] or [Ne], let us denote
by R the open subset of the Grothendieck 'quot5 scheme Q = Quot^/^Oc ^ ^ p )
consisting of points F G Q such that F is a locally free sheaf and the natural morphism
H°{C, Oc 0 kP) -^ H°{C, F) is an isomorphism, and by R88 (resp. R8) the subset of R
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consisting of semistable (resp. stable) vector bundles. These are PGL(p)-invariant subsets
of JZ, and we have U{r,d) = ^/PGL(p) and U^d) = ^/PGL(p).
Let 7 be a universal quotient sheaf on JZ. The group GL(p) acts on .F, but this action
does not factor through an action of PGL(p) because the action of fc* . I is not trivial,
hence we cannot construct the quotient vector bundle of T by the action of PGL(p). In
the special case when r and d are coprime, there exists a line bundle L on R88, such that
the action of fc* • I on T ® p^(L) is trivial, hence we can construct the vector bundle
£ =J='^p^(L)/PGL{p) on U(r,d) x C. It follows easily that this is a Poincare vector
bundle on U(r,d\
On the other hand, the action of fc* • I on ^0 JT* ^ ^nd(JT) is always trivial, hence we
can always take the quotient bundle £nd{^)/PGL(p), which will be denoted by £nd{£).
Note that, when the Poincare vector bundle £ exists, £nd{£) is precisely the sheaf of
endomorphisms of <f, but £nd(£) exists even if £ does not. It is easy to see that the sheaf
£nd{£) on U(r, d) x C has the property that its restriction to {E} x C is isomorphic to
£nd(E), for every E e U{r,d).
In the sequel, for convenience of notation, we shall denote by E either a (semi)stable
vector bundle on C, or the point of U{r, d) corresponding to the isomorphism class of
the vector bundle E. We shall use indifferently the expressions 'vector bundle5 or 'locally
free sheaf.
1.2 STABLE PAIRS.
Let L be a (fixed) line bundle on C and let us consider pairs (E, <^), where E is a
vector bundle on C and (/>: E -^ E 0 L is a homomorphism of Oc-Modules. We say that
{E, (/)) is a semistable (resp. stable) pair if, for any (^-invariant proper subbundle F of E,
we have ^(F) < p,(E) (resp. /^(F) < ^(E)).
Two pairs (E, <f>) and (£", (^/) are isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism A : E -^ E '
such that the following diagram is commutative:
E—^E^L
A

A01

E'———£;' 0 L.
^

To any semistable pair {E, ^) there is associated its graded pair gr(£, (f>) (see [N] for
the definition), and we have a notion of 5-equivalent semistable pairs, analogous to the
notion of ^-equivalent semistable bundles.
In [N], Nitsure proved that there exists a coarse moduli space M(r,d,L) for Sequivalence classes of semistable pairs (E, (/)) of rank r and degree d on C. The scheme
M(r, d, L) is quasi-projective and has an open subscheme M'{r, d, L) which is the moduli
scheme of stable pairs.
A family (£'y,^y) of pairs parametrized by a scheme V is a vector bundle Ey on
C x Y together with an element <?y € r(V, ^YU£nd{Ey) 0 7r^(L))). Two families
(J?y,<?y) and (£'y,<Py) are said to be equivalent if, for all points y e V, the pairs
{Ey^y) and (Ey^y) are isomorphic.
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DEFINITION 1.2.1. - Let p ' : Mf x C -^ C be the canonical projection. A Poincare
pair {£' ^) on J^A' consists of a vector bundle £ ' on M1 x C together with a morphism
<1> ' . £ ' — > £ ' 0j/*(L) such that for every noetherian scheme of finite type Y over C
and for every pair (J^^), where T is a locally free sheaf of finite rank over Y x C
and ^ : T —^ T 0 P^IL) is a homomorphism of Oyxc -Modules, such that for every
closed point y G Y the isomorphism class of the pair (^\{y}xc^\{y}xc) belongs to .A/C,
there exists a unique morphism p = p^y^ : Y —> M' such that (.T^,^) is equivalent
to ( p x lc)*(^<?).
Remark 1.2.2. - It is known that, when (r,d) == 1, a Poincare pair exists on M'. For
general r and d one can prove that, locally in the etale topology on M', there exist
Poincare families of stable pairs. This will be enough to justify our reasoning involving
infinitesimal deformations of a local Poincare family.
Nitsure proved ([N, Proposition 3.6]) that there exists a local universal family for
semistable pairs.
Remark 1.2.3. - The construction of the moduli space of stable pairs M'(r, d, L) made
by Nitsure parallels the classical construction of the moduli space U(r,d). This may be
summarized as follows. Keeping the notations introduced in Remark 1.1.2, it can be proved
that there exists a scheme S8 together with a family of pairs {J^s3 5 ^s8) parametrized by
S8 which is a local universal family for stable pairs ([N, Proposition 3.6]). The natural
action of GL(p) on R8 extends canonically to an action on S8. Note that the center of
GL(p) acts trivially, hence this action goes down to an action of PGL(p). Finally we set
M' = S"7PGL(p), and we can prove that this is a geometric quotient ([N, Section 5]).
The group GL(p) acts also on the local universal family {^s^^s8), but this action
does not factor through an action of PGL(p) since the center fc* • I of GL(p) acts on
J^s8 by multiplication by constants, hence we cannot construct a universal family on M'
by taking the quotient of the family {J^s^^s8)- On the other hand the action of k* • I
on die element ^ is trivial, and is also trivial its action on £nd{Jzss}. hence we can
take quotients by PGL(p). As a consequence we derive the existence of a sheaf, which
we shall denote by £nd(£), and of a canonical section ^ of £nd{£) ®p*L, with the
property that, for every stable pair (£1,^) in M^ the restriction of <? to {(jB,<^)} x C
is isomorphic to (f) : E —> E 0 L.
In the sequel we shall denote by (£,^) either a stable pair on C, or the point of
M'^r.d.L) corresponding to the isomorphism class of {E,(p).
Remark 1.2.4. - Note that if E is a stable vector bundle then {E,(f>) is a stable pair
for all <f) C H°{C,£nd(E) 0 £).
For an alternative construction of the moduli space of stable pairs we refer to the paper
by Simpson [Si]. He considers stable pairs only in the case L = K, but his methods work
in general to give an alternative proof of Nitsure's results. In particular the existence of
etale Poincare pairs follows from his Theorem 4.7.
1.3 THE VARIETY P(r,d,L).
Let L be a line bundle on C such that either L ^ K or deg(£) > deg{K). In this
section we shall give an alternative description of the moduli space P = P(r, d, L) of
isomorphism classes of pairs (£', (f)) with E stable. From the preceding considerations it
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE
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follows immediately that this moduli space exists and is a proper open subset of M\r, d, L).
Here we shall give a direct construction of P(r, d, L) as a vector bundle on Us(r, d ) . '
From now on we shall work over the complex field C. Let us suppose that r ^ 2, and
set U = ^(r, d). Let p : U x C -. C and q : U x C -^ U be the canonical projections
and denote by £nd{£) the sheaf on U x C defined in Remark 1.1.2. Let us consider the
quasi-coherent sheaf U = q^£nd(£) 0p*£) on U. We have the following
LEMMA 1.3.1. - IfL ^ K or deg(£) > deg{K\ then H is a locally free sheaf of finite
rank on U, and there is a canonical isomorphism U{{E}) ^ Hom(^, E (g) £).
Proof. - The sheaf Hom{£, £ 0 p^L) = £nd{£) 0 p^L is a locally free sheaf of finite
rank on U x C, flat over U. For each point E G U, let us denote by J E : {E} -^ U and
JE : {E} x C —^ U x C the canonical inclusions. We have:
^W^om^^^p^L^^dimH0^} x Cj^om^^ 0pU))
= dim}lom(E,E(^L)
=h°{C,£nd{E)(S)L).
The stability of E and the stated hypotheses on L imply that h°(C, £nd{E) 0£) is constant
as {E} varies in U. Thus we can apply the theorem of Grauert ([Ha2, Ch. 3, Cor. 12.9]),
to prove that U is a locally free sheaf on U and that the natural map
^({E}) =JE^om{£^WL) -^ HQ({E}xC^rE/Hom{£^WL)) = Qom(E^E^L)
is an isomorphism. D
We set P = Spec(Sym(^*)), where Sym(7^*) denotes the symmetric algebra of the
dual sheaf of H. P has a natural structure of vector bundle over U, TT : P —^ U, and the
preceding Lemma implies that the fiber 7r~\E) is canonically isomorphic to the vector
space Hom(E, E 0 £). Hence the variety P may be described set-theoretically as the set
of isomorphism classes of pairs (E, ^), with E e U and (/) e Hom(£1, E 0 L).
In general there does not exist a Poincare pair on P, since there does not even exist a
Poincare vector bundle on U. When (r, d) = 1, however, a Poincare pair on P may be
obtained by restricting a Poincare pair on M'. In the following proposition we give an
alternative construction of a Poincare pair on P.
PROPOSITION 1.3.2. - Ifr and d are relatively prime, then there exists a Poincare pair on P.
Proof. - Let us consider the following commutative diagram:
P x C———>U x C

['

!'

^

P

4^

——— U,
TT

where ;/ and q' are the canonical projections and TT' = TT x 1.
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Let £ be a Poincare vector bundle on U and set £ ' = TT^£. £ ' is a locally free sheaf
on V x C of rank equal to the rank of £ and £'\{{E^')}XC ^ S\{E}xC ^ E, for all
points (£,^) G P.
The vector bundle ir^T-i on P has a canonical section and, by using the flatness of TT
and the fact that £ is locally free of finite rank, we have:
TT*^ = ^q,Uom{£, £ 0 p*L)
^qyHom(£,£(S)p'L)
^^Uom{£',£1 0j/U),

hence the canonical section of 7r*7^ determines a canonical section of q'^Hom^\ £ ' ^ p ^ L ) ,
i.e., a morphism (^ : £ ' —^ £ ' 0j/*(L).
By reasoning on the vector bundles associated to the corresponding locally free sheaves,
it is easy to prove that the restriction of {£'\<?) to {(E,(f))} x C is isomorphic to the
pair {E,(f)). Now, by using the fact that £ is a Poincare bundle on U, and recalling the
definition of P, it is not difficult to prove that ( S ' ^ ) is a Poincare pair. D
Remark 1.3.3. - In the general case, i.e., when r and d are not relatively prime, there
does not exist a Poincare vector bundle £ on U, but the sheaf £nd(£) is still defined
(see Remark 1.1.2), and the same is true for the sheaf T-C. Let us denote by £nd(£f) the
pull-back ^£nd{£) of £nd(£) to P x C. By adapting the proof of Proposition 1.3.2,
we can still prove that the sheaf TT*?^ is isomorphic to q'^{£nd{£') 0 ;/*£), hence the
canonical section of TT*?-^ determines again a canonical section <? of £nd{£f) 0j/*Z/.
Remark 1.3.4. - If L = K, the canonical bundle on C, the variety P is isomorphic to
the cotangent bundle T*U of U. This is the situation considered by N. Hitchin in [H].

2. The Hitchin map
2.1 TWISTED ENDOMORPHISMS.

Let E be a vector bundle of rank r and L a line bundle on (7, and let (f): E —^ E 0 L
be a homomorphism of Oc-Modules. By interpreting (f) as a morphism from E ^ E* ^
Hom^E^E) to L and taking the image of the identity section of Hom(E^E), one can
define the trace of (f), Tr(^>) G HQ(C, L). More generally, one can define the characteristic
coefficients of (f>, a, G ff°(C,£ 1 ), for 0 < i ^ r, by setting a, = (-l^-^Tr A1 ^ The
Cay ley-Hamilton theorem then asserts that (f) satisfies its characteristic equation, i.e., that
T

V^ ai(|)r~^ = 0, interpreted as a homomorphism from E to £" 0 I/.
1=0
The sections Tr(A71^) are related to Tr^) by Newton's relations, of the form
(2.1.1)

Tr(A^) = ^^ 'Tr^) + Qn(Tr^),..., Tr^71-1)),
«t'

where Qn is a universal polynomial in n - 1 variables, with rational coefficients.
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2.2 THE HITCHIN MAP.

By using the preceding result, we are able to define a morphism
(2-211)

H : M'(^ d, L) -^ Q) H°(C, 27)
1=1

which associates to each pair (E, (f>) e M'(r, d, L) the characteristic coefficients of <f>. This
morphism may be defined on the whole moduli space of semistable pairs M(r,d,L), in
which case it is a proper morphism (see [N]).
T

As it is shown in [BNR], for every element s = (s,) C © H°(C^ 27) we can construct
a 1-dimensional scheme X, and a finite morphism TT : X, ^C. The set of all s for which
the scheme X, is integral (i.e., irreducible and reduced) and smooth is open and nonempty
under general assumptions on L. X, is called the spectral curve associated to s.
The principal result, proved in [BNR], is the following
r

THEOREM 2.2.1. - Let s = (s,) € © H°(C^ L1) be such that the corresponding scheme
Xs is integral. Then there is a bijective correspondence between isomorphism classes of
torsion free sheaves of rank 1 on Xs and isomorphism classes of pairs (E,(/)), where E
is a vector bundle of rank r on C and ^ : E -^ E 0 L a homomorphism ofOc-Modules
with characteristic coefficients Si.
Remark 2.2.2. - When Xs is nonsingular we may replace 'torsion free sheaves of rank F
by 'line bundles' in the preceding theorem.
This shows that the set of all pairs (E,(f>), where E is a vector bundle of rank r on
C and H ( ( E , ( / ) ) ) = 5, is isomorphic to the Jacobian variety Jac(X^). Since we shall
be interested only in pairs (E,(f>) with E stable, it can be proved that the corresponding
subset of Jac(X,) is the complement of a closed subset of codimension > 2g - 2, if
r >: 3, and, in any case, the codimension is always >_ 2, except for the case g = r = 2,
which will be enough for us.
Finally we have seen that the inverse image H-^s), for s generic, is isomorphic to
an open subset of an abelian variety. It follows that dimfi'- 1 ^) = ^(r - l)deg(L) +
2
r(g - 1) + 1.
3. Infinitesimal study of the variety M.'
3.1 INFINITESIMAL DEFORMATIONS OF PAIRS.

Let C[e]/(e2) be the ring of dual numbers over C. By convenience of notations in
the sequel it will be denoted simply by C[e]. Let us denote by C, the fiber product
C x Spec(C[e]). If ^ : Ce -^ C is the natural morphism and F is a vector bundle on
C, we shall denote by F[e] its trivial infinitesimal deformation, i.e., its pull-back to C •
F[e] = p^(F).
DEFINITION 3.1.1. - A (linear) infinitesimal deformation of a pair (E, </)) is a pair (E, (f> )
where E, is a locally free sheaf on C, and ^ : E, -^ E, 0 L[e] is a morphism, together
4® S^RIE - TOME 28 - 1995 - N° 4
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with isomorphisms E ^ Ee 0c[e] C such that <^g (g)c[e] C goes over into ^. We shall
say, for short, that (£g,^g) restricts to {E,(/)). An isomorphism between two infinitesimal
deformations (£^ <^) and (£^, ^/) is defined as an isomorphism Ag : £^ —^ £^ restricting
to the identity on E, such that the following diagram is commutative:
E^-^E^ L[e]
\e

A,01

E^———E^L[e}.
^
Let us consider the following complex of locally free sheaves on (7, which we shall
denote for short by [',^>]:
[•^1
0 -^ £nd(E)——>£nd{E) 0 L -> 0,
where, for every section a of £nd{E) over an open subset U C C, [a,<^] means
(a 0 Ijr,) o <^ — (f) o a.
We have the following
PROPOSITION 3.1.2. - The isomorphism classes of linear infinitesimal deformations of the
pair (£', (f>) are canonically parametrised by the first hypercohomology group H1^, (/)]) of
the complex [-,<^].
Proof. - Let (£g,<^g) be such a deformation. Consider a covering ft = (L^)^j of C
by open affine subsets Vi = SpecA^, and write ?7^ = Ui n (7^ = SpecA^. The open
affine subsets Ui[e] = SpecA^e] constitute an open affine covering of the scheme Cg.
Writing Mi = r{Ui,E), M^ = T(Uij,E), Ni = r(^,L), etc., for every Ui we have
an isomorphism
fz

_

E^u^-^Mi^].
Then fj\Uij[e] 0 /z"1!^^^] induces an automorphism of M^[e] corresponding to an element
of the form 1 + erfij € End(M^[e]). The compatibility conditions on the intersection of
three open subsets show that {rjij} is a 1-cocycle with values in £nd{E). It is easy to see
that the isomorphism class of the infinitesimal deformation £g is uniquely determined by
the element of Hl(C^£nd{E)) defined by {^zj}. This element is precisely the KodairaSpencer class of the infinitesimal deformation £g of E. Conversely, given a 1-cocycle
{rjij} with values in £nd(E), the corresponding sheaf £'g may be constructed by gluing
the sheaves Mi[e\ and Mj[e} along the open subset Uij[e] by means of the isomorphism
l-Ter^ : Mi[€}\u,,[e} -^ Mj[e}\u^
Let us consider now the infinitesimal deformation <^g : £Jg —^ E^ 0 L[e} of
(f): E —> E 0 L. By what we have seen, <^g may be described by giving homomorphisms
(f)^ : Mi[e} —>• Mi 0 Ni[e] which restricts to <f) modulo e and which are compatible with
the gluing isomorphisms 1 -h e7fo. In other words, this means that <^ = (/) 4- ea^, for
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some homomorphism a, : M, —^ Mi 0 Ni, and, for each i,j, the following diagram is
commutative:
Mij[e]——^Mij^Nij[€}
l+e^-

(3.1.1)

(l+er^-)(g)l

Mi,[e]———M^A^.H.

By replacing the expressions of (f)^ given above, it follows from (3.1.1) that
{aj -ai)\u^[e\ = [rjij,(/)].

If (E^(/)^) is another infinitesimal deformation of (jB,<^) isomorphic to (£g,(^g), and
if ({^}, {rfij}) is the pair constructed from {E^^} as ({a,}, {^j}) from (J^^e), then
it follows that OL\ = ai + [A^] and ^ = 77^ + (Xj - A,)|^.[g], where Ag = 1 + eA is
the isomorphism E^Ee.
Now, if we take the same open covering U = (L^)^j of (7 as a Cech covering to
calculate cohomology, it is immediate to see that the pair ({o^}, {%•}) associated to
(£g, (^g) defines an element of the first hypercohomology group H 1 ^-, <^]) of the complex
{^4>} which depends only on the isomorphism class of the infinitesimal deformation
(£e?<^e). Moreover, to each element of H 1 ^-,^)]) there corresponds an isomorphism class
of infinitesimal deformations (E^(f)e) of {E,(f)). This proves our assertion. D
By using the existence of a local universal family for stable pairs (see Remark 1.2.2),
we get the following
PROPOSITION 3.1.3. - The tangent space T^E^M' to M.' at the point (E, cf)) is canonically
isomorphic to H1 ([ •, ep]).
Let us consider now the following exact sequence of complexes (written vertically):
0——>

0

(3.1.2)

|

——>

£nd(E)

——>£nd(E)——>0

|^

0——>£nd{E)^>L——>£nd(E)^L——>

|
0

——>0

Taking the associated long exact sequence of hypercohomology, we get
(3.1.3) 0 -> H°([.^]) -. H\C,£nd{E))^H\C,£nd(E) 0 L) -^ H 1 ^,^])
^ H\C,£nd(E))^H\C,£nd(E) 0 L) -^ H 2 ^^]) ^ 0.
Remark 3.1.4. - This exact sequence may also be deduced from the first spectral
sequence of hypercohomology of the complex [-,^].
Now we need a result from the duality theory for the hypercohomology of a complex
of locally free sheaves, which is the analogue of the classical Serre duality for ordinary
cohomology (see [Hal]).
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Let F be a (bounded) complex of locally free sheaves on (7,
F :

0 -^ F° -^ F1 -^ ' . . -^ F71 -^ 0.

Then the dual of the %-th hypercohomology group H^F ) is canonically isomorphic to
the (n - i + l)-th hypercohomology group H71"'4'^^ ) of the dual complex F given by
F3 = (F71-^)* 0 AT, the coboundary morphisms being transposes of those in F ', tensored
with the identity id^.
By applying this result, we find that the dual complex of [-,^] is the complex
[•M^IK
0 -^ {£nd{E)Y 0 L-1 0 K—————(fnd(E))* 0 AT ^ 0,
and it is easy to prove that, under the canonical identification between {£nd(E)Y and
£nd{E) given by the pairing trace, the above complex coincides with the following
complex, which we shall denote by [^,-]:
0 -^ £nd{E) 0 L~1 0 K^^£nd(E) 0 K -> 0.
Considering now the exact sequence (3.1.3), it is easy to see that 1H1°([-,^]) = [a G
H°{C,£nd(E))\[a,(l)} = 0 } . Assuming the stability of £, this gives H 0 ^,^]) =
H°{C,£nd{E)) = C.
As for IHPQ-,^]), it follows from the duality theory for hypercohomology that it
is isomorphic to the dual of H°([^,-]), hence HPQ-^])* ^ {a € H°{C,£nd{E) 0
L~1 0 K)\[(l),a] = 0 } . Again, for E stable, we have either dmilHPQ-^]) = 1 or
dimH 2 ^-, (/)}) = 0, depending on whether L ^ K or deg(£) > deg(K). In both cases this
implies that the morphism H 1 ^-,^]) —^ Hl{C,£nd{E)) is surjective. In conclusion, for
{E,(/)) e P, L^. for E stable, we derive from (3.1.3) the exact sequence
(3.1.4)

0 -. H°{C,£nd(E) 0 L) -^ H\[^(/>}) -^ H\C,£nd(E)) -^ 0.

From the definition of V it follows that the sheaf of relative differentials ^p/n is
isomorphic to 7r*(^*) == (TT*^)* (see [EGA IV, Cor. 16.4.9]), and we get the exact
sequence ([EGA IV, Cor. 16.4.19 and Remark 16.4.24])
(3.1.5)

0 -^ 7T*(^) -^ f^ ^ (7T*^)* -^ 0,

from which we derive, by duality,
(3.1.6)

0 -^ 7T*(^) ->TV ^ 7T*(r^) -. 0.

Taking the fibers over a point (£", <^) € P, we get the exact sequence
(3.1.7)

0 ^ Hom(^ E ^ L ) ^ T^^)P -^ TEU -^ 0,

which coincides, under the natural identifications TEU ^ ^(C.End^E}) and T(E^V ^
^(h^ with the exact sequence (3.1.4).
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Remark 3.1.5. - From the preceding considerations on tangent spaces, it follows
immediately" that P is a nonsingular variety of dimension h°{C,£nd{E) (g) L} -\^(C.Snd^E)). For L ^ K, using the theorem of Riemann-Roch and the fact that,
for E stable, h°{C,£nd(E)) = 1, it follows that dim? = 2r2(g - 1) 4- 2 = 2d\mU. In
the general case, deg(L) > deg(AT), we have dim? == r2 deg(L) + 1.
The preceding considerations may be extended to the case of general stable pairs
(E, (f)) € M^r, d, L), but first we need the following lemma, whose proof may be found
in [N, Proof of Proposition 7.1]:
LEMMA 3.1.6. - Let (£', (/)) be a stable pair and L' a line bundle over C with deg L' <_ 0.
Then dim{ a € H°(C, £nd{E) 0 Z/) | [a, (/)] = 0 } = 1 if L' ^ Oc, and it is equal to 0
if deg ^ < 0 or degL' = 0 but L^ ^ Oc.
As a consequence, we get
COROLLARY 3.1.7. - If {E, cf>) is a stable pair, then H°([-, (f)}) ^ C.
COROLLARY 3.1.8. - Let {E,(f>) be a stable pair. Then H°([^,-]) ^ C if L ^ K, and
H°([<M) = QtfdegL > degK.
Now, by recalling the exact sequence (3.1.3) and using the theorem of Riemann-Roch,
it follows that
/o i o\
(3.1.8)
v
/

2
^ oi/r ji\
ifL^K
/
dimH
( [ - , ^ ) = <f^o (g-l)+2,
,
.„
, ,,
u^jy ^^degL+l,
if deg£ > degK.

Remark 3.1.9. - We know that the moduli space A^(2, d, L) is connected, for any d and
L ([N, Theorem 7.5]). For r > 2 however, it is not known if J ^ A ' { r ^ d ^ L ) is in general
connected, but it is evident that the variety P(r, d, L) is contained in a single connected
component J^i^r^d^L), which is an open subset of M'{r^d^L} It is not difficult to
prove ([N, Proposition 7.4]) that A^^r, d, L), with the structure of an open subscheme of
^{r^d^L), is a smooth quasi-projective variety whose dimension is given by (3.1.8).
Now we turn to the study of the cotangent space T^ ^M' to M1 at the point (£, (f)}.
From our previous discussion on the duality theory for hypercohomology, we derive
immediately the following
PROPOSITION 3.1.10. - The cotangent space T^ ^M.' is canonically identified with the
first hypercohomology group H1^, •]) of the complex \<f>^ •].
Remark 3.1.11. - By computing cohomology using a Cech covering V, the group
H^I^, •]) may be described explicitly as the set of pairs ({o^}, {%}) G C°(V, £nd(E) 0
K) x C^V, £nd{E)^L~1 ^K\ such that {rjij} is a 1-cocycle and (aj -ai)\y^ = [</>, rjij],
modulo the equivalence relation defined by ({<^},{y^}) ^ ({^^{^j}) iff Aere
exists an element {0i} G C°(V,£nd{E) 0 L~1 0 K) such that a', = a^ + [<^] and

^ = %-+(^—^)k.
Now, for ( E , ( / ) ) € P, applying the same reasoning as before to the complex [<^, •], we
get the exact sequence
(3.1.9)

0 -^ H°(C,£nd{E) (g) K) -^ H\[(/>, .]) -> H\C,£nd{E) 0 L-1 0 A') ^ 0,

which, by Serre duality, coincides with the dual of (3.1.4).
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Remark 3.1.12. - It is now easy to globalize this construction to the whole tangent and
cotangent bundles to MQ (we restrict to MQ because it is not known if M/ is smooth). For
simplicity let us denote by £nd{£) the sheaf on MQ x C which was previously denoted
£nd{£/). Let $ be the canonical section of £nd{£) <^p*L defined in Remark 1.3.3, and
let us denote by q : MQ x C —> MQ and p : MQ x C —^ C the canonical projections. If
we denote by [-,^] the complex of vector bundles over MQ x C
0 -> £nd{£)-[-^£nd{£)^p^L) -^ 0
and by [<?, •] the complex
0 -^ £nd(£) 0j9*(£-1 0 K)-[^£nd{£) ^p^K) -^ 0,
we have canonical identifications TM'Q ^ R^Q-,^]) and T*MQ ^ R^d^,-]), where
R1^ is the first hyperderived functor of q^.
3.2 EXPLICIT EXPRESSION OF THE DUALITY BETWEEN H1^, (f)]) AND H1^, •])

In the previous section we have found an explicit description of the hypercohomology
groups IH 1 ^-,^]) and IH 1 ^,']) in terms of Cech cocycles. By Serre duality we have a
nondegenerate pairing
res

(3.2.1)

H^h €) x "'([^ •]) - H\C^ AO-^C,

where res denotes the "residue" map.
We have the following
PROPOSITION 3.2.1. - In terms of Cech cocycles, the pairing (3.2.1) may be described
as follows: to the elements of Hl 1 ^-,^)]) and H 1 ^,-]) represented respectively
by cocycles ({a,},{^-}) G C°(V,£nd(E) 0 L) x C\V,£nd{E)) and ({AU^-}) C
C°{V, £nd{E)^ K) x C^V, £nd{E) 0 L-1 (g) K), we associate the element ofH^C, K)
represented by the 1-cocycle defined, on the open subset Vij, by Tr(a^^ 4- Pj^ij)Proof. - By using the explicit description of the hypercohomology groups previously
found and elementary properties of the trace map, it is easy to prove that the collection
of sections Tr(a^^ + ftjrjij) G r(V^-, K) represents a well-defined element of -H^C, K).
From this, our assertion follows immediately. D
3.3 VECTOR FIELDS.
In this section we shall give an expression for vector fields on the variety P in terms
of first order differential operators.
First let us recall some general facts. If X is a fc-scheme, a tangent vector field
on X is a fc-linear map of sheaves D : Ox —^ Ox such that the induced map
D(U) : T(U,Ox) -^ T{U,Ox) is a fc-derivation, for every open subset U of X.
Equivalently, a vector field on X may be expressed by an automorphism over Spec(fc[e])
X x Spec(fc[e])-^X x Spec(fc[e])
\

Spec(fc[e])
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which restricts to the identity morphism of X when one looks at the fibers over Spec(fc).
Over an open affine subset U = SpecA of X the tangent field D : Ox —^ Ox is
given equivalently by a fc-derivation D(U) : A —> A. In this situation the automorphism
D is determined by the fc-algebra homomorphism D(U) : A[e] —^ A[e] given by
D(U) = 1 + eD(U).
We have the following result (see [M, pp. 100-101]):
LEMMA 3.3.1. - Let J?i and D^ be two vector fields on X and set D^ = [D^,D^}. Let
us denote by D^, D^ and D^ the corresponding automorphisms ofXx Spec(k[e}). Let
0'i : k[e] —r k[e^e'\ be k-algebra homomorphisms defined by o'i(e) = e, a^ (e) = e' and
<j3(e) = ee'. Then a^ induces a morphism Spec(a^) : Spec(fc[e,e']) —> Spec(fc[e]) and -we
get automorphisms
X x Specie, e'D-^X x Specie, e'])
\

/

Specie, €'])
by taking fiber products -with Spec^^e']) over Spec(A;[e]) via Spec(^).
Under these hypotheses it follows that D^ is equal to the commutator [D^ D[] =
D^'i^-1^-1.

Let now D : Op —> Op be a tangent vector field on P and D the corresponding
automorphism of P x Spec(C[e]). Let (£^) be a local universal family for stable pairs
in P (see Remark 1.2.2) and (f[e],^[e]) its pull-back to P x Spec(C[6]) x C. The vector
field D (or the automorphism D) may be described locally by giving the infinitesimal
deformation (<?e,^e) = {D x Ic)*^,^) of the local universal family (<?,^). At a point
( E ^ ( / ) ) C P the corresponding tangent vector is given by (^g,<^g) == (£e^e)\{{E^)}xC^
which is an infinitesimal deformation of the pair {E^(J)).
From what we have previously seen (see Remark 3.1.12), the tangent field (<fg,^>g)
corresponds to a global section (0,77) = ({^}?{^j}) of R 1 ^^',^]), which can be
described in terms of first order differential operators.
First we need the following
Remark 3.3.2. - Let TT : X —> Y be a morphism (locally of finite presentation) of
schemes, and J^, Q two locally free sheaves on X. Let Viff^^y^.Q) denote the sheaf
of relative differential operators from T to Q of order <_ n. In the sequel we shall be
concerned only with first order differential operators. From general well-known results (see
[EGA IV, §16.8]) it is easy to derive the following exact sequence
0 -. Uomx^. Q) ^ Viff\,y^F, G)^VerY(Ox) 0 Homx^^ Q) -^ 0,

where a is the symbol morphism. Then, if Q = T and if we restrict to differential operators
with 'scalar symbol9, written simply V\iy(T\ we get the exact sequence
(3.3.1)

0 -. endx{^) -^ ^x/yG^-^^M^x) -^ 0.

When r and d are relatively prime, i.e., when there exists a Poincare pair (<?,^) on P,
we may apply this result to the morphism p : P x C —> (7, with 7 = <f, finding the
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exact sequence
(3.3.2)

0 -^ £nd{£) -^ V^S) -^ q"TP -^ 0,

where T>^{£) = 'P^xcvc(^) ls ^ ^eaf of first-order differential operators with scalar
symbol on £ which are p*(0c} -linear, and q : P x C -^ P is the canonical projection.
In the general case there does not exist a Poincare pair on P, but the sheaf £nd{£)
is always defined, as we have seen in Remarks 1.1.2 and 1.3.3. By applying the same
reasoning, we may prove that the sheaf V^{£) is always defined, hence the exact sequence
(3.3.2) exists even if r and d are not relatively prime.
We have the following
PROPOSITION 3.3.3. - Let D : 0-p —> Op be a tangent vector field to V corresponding to
the infinitesimal deformation {£e^e) = (D x l^)* (<?,<?), described by the global section
(a, T]) = ({a,}, {^j}) of R^d-, ^]). Then there exist an open ajfine covering V = (Vi)^i
ofV x C and first-order differential operators A ^ r(Vi,V^{£)) such that a, = [A,^]
and rjij = {Dj - A)k,.
Proof. - We notice that if D is a section of V^{£) over an open subset V, then [D^\
is a section of £nd(£) 0j?*(£), hence we have a homomorphism
(3.3.3)

[.,<?] : P^(f) -^ £nd(£) ^j9*(£).

[.,<?]
The complex 0 -^ V^{£)——>£nd{£) 0p*(2.) -^ 0 will be denoted by [-,^]pi (^).
By recalling (3.3.2) we can write the short exact sequence of complexes
0——.

£nd{£)

——>

2^(£)

——^TP——>0

| [•'<^^)

| [-^]
4^

-4^

|
^

0——£nd{£) 0p*(L) ==£nd{£) 0p*(L)——

0

——0.

Now, by applying the functor ^, and noting that q^TV ^ TV, since q is a proper
morphism, we get a long exact sequence of hyperderived functors, a piece of which is

^([•^D-R^^h^ W)It is evident that the map TP —> R1^ ([•,<?]) is the isomorphism described in
Remark 3.1.12, hence the image of R^d-,^]) in R^Q',^]?! ^) is zero. This means
that, for each section (0,77) = ({c^}, {%•}) of R 1 ^*^',^]), there exist sections Di of
V^{£) over suitable open subsets V^, such that 0.1 = [I?z,<?] and ^ = (Dj — D^)|y^. D
Remark 3.3.4. - Now we give another interpretation of (the proof of) the preceding
proposition, which will be useful in the sequel.
Let D : 0-p —f Op be the derivation corresponding to the infinitesimal deformation
(<?e,^e) = {D x lc)*(<?,^) determined by the global section (a, rj) = ({^},{^}) of
R^d-,^]). Let (Vi)i^i, Vi = Spec(A,), be an open affine covering of P x C. The vector
field D is locally described by giving, for each i 6 J, a C[e]-automorphism of Ai[e] of
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the form 1 + eP,, where Di : A, -^ A, is the C-derivation determined by the restriction
of D to V,. Let M, = F{Vi,£) and M,[6] = r(V,,f[e]). The infinitesimaljleformation
Se= {D x lcY£[e\ may be described as obtained by gluing the sheaves Mi[e] by means
of suitable isomorphisms.
Let us denote by
1 + eDi : £e\ViXSpec(C[e])~^Mi[e]

the trivialization isomorphisms, where D, : M, -» M, is a first order differential operator
with associated C-derivation Di : A, —> A,. By what we have previously seen, the gluing
isomorphism on the intersection Vi H Vj is given by 1 + erjij = (1 + ebj}(l 4- eDi)-1 =
1 + 6(Z^- - A), hence ^ = £), - D,.
Noticing that the pull-back of ^ to £g = (D x lc)*(<?) is locally given by
^(^>i
M,[€] ®A,[.] Ai[e]———M, 0 £4e] 0A,[e] A^e],

we get the following commutative diagram defining c^:
l+eDz(g)l

———

fg 0 ^[^]|y.xSpec(c[e])——————>Mi (g) ^[e]
(3.3.5)

T ^+eal

T^
^e|^XSpec(C[e])

———-^———>

Mi[e].

l+eDz

From this we deduce that c^ = [25z,<?].
Remark 3.3.5. - An analogue of Proposition 3.3.3 holds when we replace the variety
P by U. From the exact sequence
0 ^ £nd{£) -^ V^S) -^ q^TU -^ 0,
where £nd{£) and V^(£) are now sheaves on U x (7, one gets
• • • -^ TU-^R^^nd^) -^ R^^c^) -^ ' . . .
As in the preceding case, it is easy to verify that the connecting homomorphism
6 : TU —> Rlq^£nd(£) is the isomorphism given by the Kodaira-Spencer map, hence
the image of Rlq^£nd{£) in Rlq^V^(£) is zero. This means that for every section of
Rlq^£nd{£)^ represented by a 1-cocycle {^}, there exist differential operators D, such
that rjij = Dj - D^
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4. Symplectic geometry
4.1 SYMPLECTIC AND POISSON STRUCTURES.

In this section we briefly recall some definitions and results of symplectic geometry
which we shall need later.
Let X be a smooth algebraic variety over the complex field C. A symplectic structure
on X is a closed nondegenerate 2-form u € j9'°(X,f^). Note that the existence of a
symplectic structure on X implies that the dimension of X is even. Given a symplectic
structure uj we define, for every / G Y(U^Ox}^ the Hamiltonian vector field Hf by
requiring that uj{Hf, v) = {df, v), for every tangent field v. Then, for /, g G T(U, Ox}, we
define the Poisson bracket {f^g} of / and g by setting {f^g} = { H f ^ d g ) = (jj{Hg^Hf).
The map g i—> {f^g} is a derivation of Y(U^Ox} whose corresponding vector field
is precisely Hf. The pairing { • , • } on Ox is a bilinear antisymmetric map which is a
derivation in each entry and satisfies the Jacobi identity
(4.1.1)

{/, {^ h}} + {^ {^ /}} + {fa, {/, g}} = 0,

for any f,g, h € F(U, Ox). This implies that [Hf, Hg} = H^f^, where [u, v] = uv - vu
is the commutator of the vector fields u and v.
Example 4.1.1. - Let TT : T*X —^ X be the cotangent bundle to X. The cotangent
morphism to TT is a morphism T*7T : 7r*T*X = T*X Xx T*^ -^ T*T*X. If we restrict
this map to the diagonal of T*X Xx T^X, we get a map T*X -^ T*T*X, which is a
section of the bundle T*T*X -^ T*X, L^., a differential form of degree 1. This is the
canonical 1-form on T*X, denoted by ax. The closed 2-form u = -dax is the canonical
symplectic form on T*X.
A Poisson structure on X is defined as a Lie algebra structure {•, •} on Ox satisfying
the identity {f,gh} == {f,g}h + g{f,h}. Equivalently one may give an antisymmetric
contravariant 2-tensor 0 G ^{X.^TX) and set {f,g} = {0,df A dg). Then 6 is a
Poisson structure if the bracket it defines satisfies the Jacobi identity (4.1.1). For any
/ G F{U,Ox), the map g \-^ {f,g} is a derivation of T(U,Ox}. hence corresponds to
a vector field Hf on (7, called the hamiltonian vector field associated to /. When 9 has
maximal rank everywhere, we say that the Poisson structure is symplectic. In fact, in
this case, to give 6 is equivalent to giving its inverse 2-form uj G ff°(X,Q^), i.e., a
symplectic structure on X.
Let us describe an important example of a Poisson structure which is not symplectic.
Example 4.1.2. - Let fl be a Lie algebra over C. The dual fl* of g is endowed with a
canonical Poisson structure, called the Kostant-Kirillov structure, defined as follows: for
a C fl* we define 0{a) e A 2 ^* by requiring that 0(a)(a, b) = a([a, 6]), for all a, b G 0.
Let / and g be holomorphic functions over an open subset U of fl*. For every a G U,
the linear forms f\a} and ^'(a) over fl* can be regarded as elements of Q. The Poisson
bracket of / and g is then given by
{f^g}(a)=a{[ff{a^g\a)})^
and the hamiltonian vector field Hf over U satisfies Hf{a) = ^ad/^o^o).
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If the Lie algebra Q is reductive, it can be given an invariant separating symmetric bilinear
form, which gives a C-linear isomorphism from 0* to Q. By means of this isomorphism
we can transfer to Q the canonical Poisson structure of 5*. The Poisson structure defined
in this way on g is not symplectic: in fact it is tangent to the orbits of G, where G is the
Lie group associated to fl, and it induces a symplectic structure on each of these orbits.
In the next section we shall discuss a generalization of both Examples 4.1.1 and 4.1.2
which will be needed in the sequel. This construction was suggested by A. Beauville.
4.2 CANONICAL POISSON STRUCTURES ON THE DUAL OF A VECTOR BUNDLE ENDOWED WITH A LIE
ALGEBRA STRUCTURE.

Let X be a smooth variety and 0 a locally free Ox -Module endowed with a structure of
a locally free sheaf of Lie algebras over C. We shall denote by (S —> X the corresponding
vector bundle. Let u : (S —> TX be a homomorphism for the structures of Ox -Modules
and of sheaves of Lie algebras, satisfying the following compatibility condition between
the two structures:
(4.2.1)

KJC]=/K,C]+^)(/)C,

for any / e T(U,Ox) and any ^ < e T{U, 0), where [•,•] denotes the Lie bracket
operation on (S. Let (S* be the dual of (S.
In this situation we can define a Poisson structure on (&*, considered as a variety over
X. First we note that 0^ == Sym^ (©), the symmetric algebra of (S over Ox' Then, for
any open subset U C X and sections $, C ^ r((7, (S) and f,g € r((7, Ox), we set

{e,c}=[^a
(4.2.2)

{^J}=^)(A
{/^}=0,

and extend { • , • } to all of 0^ by linearity and by using Leibnitz rule for the product
of two elements. We have the following result, whose proof consists in a straightforward
computation:
PROPOSITION 4.2.1. - The bracket { ' , ' } is well-defined and is a Poisson bracket. The
corresponding Poisson structure on the vector bundle (S* is called the canonical Poisson
structure associated to the sheaf of Lie algebras (& and the homomorphism u : (S —> TX.
Remark 4.2.2. - Let us apply u to (4.2.1). On the left hand side we get

^(KJC]) = KOJ^(0] = ^(OCMO) - /^(CMO = ^)(/MC) + /KO^(C)L
since u{^) and u((^) are tangent fields on X, while on the right hand side we find
^(/[^CD + ^(0(/)C) = /K0^(0] + ^(0(/MC). From this we derive that in
general
(4.2.3)

[^ / C] - / K, C] - ^(0(/) C ^ W Ker(^)).

If, for example, u is an injective morphism, then the condition (4.2.1) is automatically
satisfied.
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Remark 4.2.3. - The idea leading to the definition (4.2.2) originated by studying the
following situation. Let us consider a variety X and a vector bundle TT : E —> X. The
00

natural action of C* on E determines a direct sum decomposition of OE as ff^0]^\
n==0

where 0^ denotes the subsheaf of OE of rational functions of degree n with respect
to the action of C*. As an example, for every section / of Ox, the rational function
f == f o TT has degree 0, while a section ^ of the dual vector bundle E*, considered as
a rational function on E, has degree 1.
In a similar way we have a degree decomposition of the whole tensor algebra over E,
with the degree map satisfying deg(a 0 (3) = deg(a) -h deg(/3).
Let 0 G H^^E.f^TE) be a Poisson structure on E, and denote by { • , • } the
corresponding Poisson bracket. Let us suppose that deg(0) = -1. For any f,g €
H°{U^OE), their Poisson bracket is given by {f^g} = (O^df A dg), hence we have
deg({/^}) = deg(/) + deg(^) - 1.
It follows that, if f^g € H°{U^Ox) and / and g are the corresponding rational functions
on E, one has deg({/,^}) = —1, hence {f^g} = 0.
For a section ^ of the dual sheaf E* we have deg({^, /}) = 0, hence {^, /} is a section
of Ox- Moreover it follows from the definition of a Poisson structure that the morphism
n(^) = {^.} : Ox -^ Ox. f ^ U, /}, is a C-derivation of the sheaf Ox, i.e., a tangent
field to X. Hence we get a map u : E* —^ TX, $ ^ u(^) = {^ •}. It is easy to see that
this is a homomorphism of Ox -Modules.
Finally, if ^ and ^ are two sections of £'*, it follows that {^, C} ^as degree 1, hence is
again a section of E*. Thus the Poisson bracket {', •} induces a map [',•]: E* x E* —^ E*
which is easily seen to determine a Lie algebra structure on E*.
Now, from the Jacobi identity for {•, •} it follows that u is a homomorphism of sheaves
of Lie algebras, while the compatibility condition (4.2.1) derives from the fact that a
Poisson bracket is a derivation in each entry.
In conclusion this shows that the definition (4.2.2) characterizes all Poisson structures
of degree —1 on a vector bundle E over a variety X.
Remark 4.2.4. - If (S = TX, the tangent bundle of X, and u is the identity morphism,
the canonical Poisson structure on (S* = T*X defined above coincides with the canonical
symplectic structure of the cotangent bundle of X defined in Example 4.1.1.
If the variety X is reduced to a point, then the sheaf of Lie algebras (S is identified to
a Lie algebra g. In this situation the canonical Poisson structure on (&* = g* is precisely
the Kostant-Kirillov Poisson structure defined in Example 4.1.2.

4.3 THE POISSON STRUCTURE ON THE VARIETY P: FIRST APPROACH.

From now on we shall assume that H°{C,K~1 (g) L) -^ 0. Let us choose a non-zero
section s € H°{C^K~1 0 L) and denote also by s : K —» L the homomorphism given
by multiplication by s. Let ^ be the canonical section of £nd{£) 0 p * L defined in
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Remark 1.3.3. We have a morphism of complexes
0——>
(4.3.1)

£nd{£)

-^ £nd{£) 0 p^L) ——>0

T-

T-

0——£nd{£) 0p*(L- 1 0 K)——£nd(£) 0p^K)——0,
[^•]

which induces on hypercohomology the morphism
(4.3.2)

Bs'.^q^^^^q^^}).

Precisely, for every point (£', <^) e .A/C, we have the morphism of complexes
0——>
(4.3.3)

£nd(E)

^^£nd{E)^L——>0
1s

T-

0——>£nd{E) 0 L~1 0 A-——>£nd(E) 0 A-——>0,
[^•]

which induces a morphism on hypercohomology groups
(4.3.4)

B^H1^.])-^^]).

By recalling the natural identifications TMo ^ R^j.^]) and T*MQ ^ R^^^,.]),
we can define a contravariant 2-tensor (9^ G -^"(A^o, 0 TA^o) by setting {0^ a 0 /3) =
(a, Bs(/3)), for 1-forms a and /3 considered as sections of P^Q^, •]), where (., •) denotes
the duality pairing between TMo and T*A^o.
More explicitly, if we fix our attention to the tangent and cotangent spaces to MQ at a
point (£, (f)) and recall the description of the hypercohomology groups given in terms of
Cech cocycles, the map B, : H\[(f), •]) -^ H 1 ^,^]) may be written explicitly as follows:
for ({ai},{rjij}) G H^^,.]), we have B,({aJ,{^-}) = ({^aj, {-^}). It is now
immediate to prove that B^ is skew-symmetric, hence 6s is actually an antisymmetric
contravariant 2-tensor, i.e., 6s G ^{M^A^TMo). To prove that 6s defines a Poisson
structure on MQ it remains only to show that the corresponding bracket, defined by setting
{/^} = {9s, df A dg), satisfies the Jacobi identity. Unfortunately this is not easy.
Remark 4.3.1. - In the sequel we shall see that 6s defines a Poisson structure on P. It
follows that this is true also for the connected component MQ of M' containing P. In
particular this holds for M(2,d,L), since it is known to be connected.
4.4 THE MAP Bs.
Let us study more closely the morphism Bs : H1^, •]) -> IHl1^., ^]). The global section
s e H°{C, K~10Z) defines an effective divisor Ds on (7, such that Oc(Ds) = K~10L.
For any sheaf T on C let us denote by .F^ the sheaf j*(^), where j : Ds -> C is
the natural inclusion.
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We have an exact sequence of complexes (written vertically)
0——>

£nd{E) 0 K

—^£nd{E) 0 L——^£nd(E) 0 LD, ——>0

T [^-]
0——^ndGE)^- 1 ^^-——^

T [•^i
£nd{E)

T [-^
——. £nd{E)D. ——>Q

giving rise to a long exact sequence of hypercohomology groups
(4.4.1)

0 ^ H°([^ •D-^H0^ ^]) - H°([., ^J^H^ .D-^H^h ^]) - • • • .

If (£^) is a stable pair, we have seen that H°([.,^]) ^ C, and H°([(^,-]) ^ C if
L ^ K or is equal to 0 if deg L > deg K. Moreover it follows from the definitions that
H°(MDJ = {c^ € H°{C^nd{E)^) | MD. = 0}.
m

If degZ/ > degK let us suppose for simplicity that Dg = V^-P^ ^th P^ / Pj if
i=l

i -^ j\ where m = degZ/ — degK. Under this assumption we have natural identifications
m

m

H°(C^nd{E)^) ^ @£nd{E)p^ and [.^]^ ^ ©h^>pj, where ^ : Ep^ -^
1=1
i=i
£p^ 0 Lp^ is the homomorphism induced by (f) on the fibers over Pi. From this we derive
m

that H°([.^]pj = (gC^pj, where C(^pj = {ap, e <?nd(£)p, | [ap.^pj = 0}.
i=l
771

From the exact sequence (4.4.1) it follows that dim(kerBs) = y^dimC(^)pj — 1. By
recalling (3.1.8), we find that the rank of Bs is given by

z=l

m

(4.4.2)

rank(B,) = r2 deg{L) - ^dim(7(^pj + 2.
i=l

At a generic point (£', (/)) € ^'(r, d, L) we have dim (7(<^pj = r (in which case the map
(f)p^ is called regular), hence we find
(4.4.3)

rank(B,) = r(r - 1) deg(L) + 2r(g - 1) + 2.

This is the maximum value attained by the rank of Bs. On the contrary its minimum value,
reached at points (2?,<^>) G M ' ( r ^ d ^ I j ) where dim(7(^)pj = r 2 (e.g., if (f) is represented
by a scalar matrix), is r 2 deg(A^) + 2.
4.5 THE SYMPLECTIC CASE: L = K.

In this section we shall restrict to the case L = K, where the variety P is canonically
isomorphic to the cotangent bundle T*U of the moduli variety U, hence has a canonical
symplectic structure. This is the case considered by N. Hitchin in [H].
We shall prove the following result
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THEOREM 4.5.1. - Let s be the identity section ofH°{C,K-1 ^ K), i.e., the identity
homomorphism s = id : K —> K. Then the antisymmetric contravariant 2-tensor 6s = 0i
defines a Poisson structure on P which is symplectic and coincides with the canonical
symplectic structure of T*U, via the natural identification P ^ T*U.
Proof. - We recall that the variety P is the total space of the vector bundle
T~i = q^T~iom(£^£ 0 p*(L)). We have denoted by TT : P —> U the natural projection
and by <J> the canonical section of TV^H.
Let us denote by a-p : P -^ T*P the canonical 1-form on P ^ T^U defined in
Example 4.1.1. By recalling the identification T*P ^ R^*^,-]), we find that a? is
the global section (^,0) of R1^^,.]) defined as the image of ^ by the natural map
7r*7^ —> R^d^, •]) derived from the dual exact sequence of (3.1.6). Precisely, for every
point (E, (f>) e P, the element a-p{E, (f>) of the cotangent space H1 {[</), •]) to P at the point
{E, (f)) is the image of the global section (f) of £nd{E) ® K by the natural injective map
H°{C,£nd{E) 0 K) -^ H^,.]) (see (3.1.9)), i.e., in terms of Cech cocycles, we may
write ap(E,(f)) = (<^0). The canonical symplectic form on P is then u; = -da-p.
Let D1, D2 : 0-p -> Op be two tangent vector fields to P and ({a,1}^1}),
({^L {^}) the corresponding global sections of R^Q.,^)]). From Proposition 3J.3 it
follows that there exist first order differential operators D} and D? such that o^ = [D^, <?]
and ^ = D^ - D^ for all ij and for h = 1,2.
By recalling the conventions of Section 3.3, let us denote by
P x Spec(C[e,e/]) x C
\

D

^^P x Spec(C[e,e/]) x C
/

Spec(C[6,6/])

the automorphism corresponding to D\ From what we have seen in Remark 3.3.4,
the vector field Dh is given equivalently by the infinitesimal deformation (f^,^) =
(D71 x lcT(£^) of (^,<?), described by^the global section ({a?}, {^.}) of R^h^]).
Let us recall that if /J1 : £^\u, -^M^e] arejsomorphisms, then the sheaf £^ is
constructed by gluing the sheaves M^e] and M^[e] along the open sets U^ by means
of the isomorphisms 1 -h erj^ = /^[^ o /J1"'1!^. In terms of the sheaves Af^fe], the
deformation ^h of <P is given locally by <S> + eo^.
By applying the same reasoning, the second order differential operator D1D2 is
equivalent to the pair {D1 x lcY{D2 x lc)*(^,^). We have isomorphisms
~i

~o

(l-KI^Wl+e'D2)

^-^

(D1 x lcY{D2 x lc)*<?|^xspec(c[^])———————-M^e7],

hence the gluing isomorphisms are given by ((1 + eDj) o (1 + e'D]}) o ((1 + eD}} o (1 +
e^?))-1 = 1 + e{D} - D}) + e'{D] - D?) + ce^D^i - b]D} - b}D2, + b]D}}. Note
that this can be written in a simpler form as 1 + e^ + 6'77? + ee'(£)1^2 - r]]-D}).
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For what concerns the pull-back (D1 x lcY{D2 x lc)*(^), we have the following
commutative diagram, analogous to (3.3.5):
--,

(l+e^^l+^-D2)

~o

———

{D1 x lcY{D2 x IcYS^L^e^u^SpecWe^—————————M^L^e'}
*

T

<P+e»?,+e'C,+ee'$.

(P1 X lcY(D2 X lcr<?kxSpec(C[e,e'])

—————————————
(l+eD^otl+e'D?)

T

M^'].

From this it follows that 19, = \D}^} = a}, Ci = [A2.^] = "? and ^ = [D,1, [D]^}} =
[A1,"2].

In conclusion we have proved that the second order differential operator D1D2 is
described by giving gluing isomorphisms of the form
(4.5.1)

1 + e< + e^?, + ee'(D1^ - ^D\\

in terms of which the infinitesimal deformation of <? is locally written as
(4.5.2)

<? + ea} + e'a] + ee'[b}, a?],

Analogously, we find that D2D1 is equivalent to the data of
(4.5.3)

1 + 6^. + e^ + ^(D^, - ^,D?),

and
^ + ea} + e'a? + ce^D?, a,1].

(4.5.4)

Then, by Lemma 3.3.1, the vector field [D1^2] is given by
l+e^tZ) 1 ^ 2 ],-^ 1 ^ 2 ],)
and
<?W[[I^P2]^].

Let us denote by ^ and ^2 the vector fields corresponding to D1 and D2. We shall use the
preceding results to compute dap{^^2) = ^((ap,0) - ^((ap,^)) - (ap, [$1^2]).
The 1-form ap corresponds to the global section (^,0) of R 1 ^^,-]), hence, by the
explicit expression of the duality given in Section 3.2, we have {ap^2) = res o Tr($^).
To compute ^((o^O, i'e., the derivative of the function (a-p,^ 2 ) with respect to the
vector field ^\ we shall use first order Taylor series expansions of ap and ^ 2 , i.e., we shall
compute (o^e^^ where a-pg and ^ are "infinitesimal deformations along the vector
field ^" of ap and ^2 respectively.
By what we have previously seen we have:
{a^,^)=resoTr(^^.)
= res o Tr((<? + e[D}^}) • (D,2 - D? + 6(I^2 - b]D\ - b}b2, + D?^1)))
= res o Tr(^.) + eres o Tr(<?D^2 - ^D|A1 - ^A2 + ^A2^
- ^Dj + ^D}!)2, + D^Dj - A^A2).
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hence
^({a-p, $2)) = res o Tr(<?D^j - <?DJD.1 - ^D? + <?D?D,1
1 2
2

- <?A ^ + ^A'A + D}^D] - b\<s>b}}.

With similar computations for ^((cc-p,^ 1 )), we find that
^\\

\\t0.

Vlt\A tkof

^(((W1)) = res o Tt{fb]b} - ^D]D? - ^D]b} + <S>b}b}

- <pb]bj + ^b]b} + b]w] - b]^b^.
Finally we have:
{ar, K 1 ,^]) = resoTr(<? • ([D1,!)2], - [P1,^2],))
= res o Tr(<PZ^DJ - ^D]b] - ^D}b] + ^A1)-

From this we derive that:
da-p^1,^2) = res o Tr(D,1^2 - D^D? - ^D\b} + ^b}b]

- b]<s>b} + b}^b\ + ^b]b} - ^b]b}).
Now we recall that, by the choice of the identity section of Hom^K, K), we have
defined an antisymmetric contravariant 2-tensor 0i on P. Its inverse 2-form 0:1 is defined

by ^\C) = (e1,^-1^2)}.
We have:

^i^2) = <({",1}, {<•}), ^({a?},^.}))
l
a2

=(({^ L{^•})'({ }' {-€•}))
=resoTr(-a^?,+a^.),

and, by replacing the expressions of o^ and T^ in terms of D^, we find
0:1 (^, ^2) = res o 'L-(-[A1^] • [D]J - D?)
D}))
—%/ +
• [-Dj,^]
I . J ? ^ J • {b}
V ^ j - ^i,
22
1 2
2

,. ^, +, A^A + ^D}D]
= res o T^-D^D]
^A ^ -^D?
^A

+ b]^b] - b]^b} - ^b]b] + ^b]b}\
which proves that o;i = —dap. Hence o;i is precisely the canonical symplectic structure
on P ^ T^U. D
4.6 THE POISSON STRUCTURE ON THE VARIETY P: SECOND APPROACH.

In this section we shall make use of the construction discussed in Section 4.2 to define
a Poisson structure on the variety P.
Let us fix some notations: p : U x C —^ C and q : U x C —> U are the canonical
projections, s is a fixed global section of K~1 0 L and Dg is its divisor. We have
Oc{Ds) = K^^L. The variety P is the total space of the sheaf U = q^Hom(£, £^p*L\
whose dual is 7T = R^q^Uom{£,£ 0 p\L-1 (g) K)}, which we shall denote by
R^q^£nd{£) 0 Oc(-^)).
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As we have seen, if we define a structure of sheaf of Lie algebras on T~i* and a
homomorphism u : T~i* —)• TU satisfying certain conditions, we derive a Poisson structure
on the variety V corresponding to the sheaf 7i ^ W.
If L = K this is easy to define. In fact, in this case, we have T~t* ~==- Rlq^£nd(£), and
we have seen in Remark 3.3.5 that for every section of Rlq^£nd(£), represented by a
1-cocycle {^j}, there exist differential operators Di such that 97^ = Dj — Di. In view of
the isomorphism TU—>Rlq^£nd(£), the Lie algebra structure of 7^* may be read on TU
(and the homomorphism u is simply the inverse of the isomorphism 8). This implies that,
if y^. = D^j — D\ and 77^ = D'j — jDf, their Lie bracket is given by
[{^N,}] - {[D\D2}, - [P1,?2],} = [[^D]\ + [D^r,]}.
We have seen in Section 4.2 that the corresponding Poisson structure on P is symplectic
and coincides with the canonical symplectic structure on T*U, via the natural isomorphism
P ^ T*U, hence coincides with the Poisson structure defined by the antisymmetric
contravariant 2-tensor 0i.
Now we turn to the general situation.
From the exact sequences
0 -, £nd{£) -> P^(<?) -> qTU -^ 0
and
0 ^ Oc{-D^Oc^O^ -^ 0,
we derive
(4.6.1)

0 -^ £nd{£) 0 Oc{-D,) -^ P^(f) 0 Oc{-Ds) -^ q^TU 0 Oc(-D,) -^ 0

and
(4.6.2)

0 -^ £nd(£) 0 Oc{-Ds)^nd(£)-^£nd(£)D^ -^ 0.

By applying the direct image functor q^, we get the following commutative diagram:
q^£nd{£)

(4.6.3)

0

q^£nd{£)D^

[

[

TU 0 Oc(-£».)-(L^Rlg*(f"d(f) ® Oc(-D^}
1.
TU

I——^

R^q,£nd{e)

6
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Note that the map s : Rlq^£nd{£) 0 Oc(-2?.)) -^ Rlq^£nd{£) is surjective, but at
the level of 1-cocycles is injective.
If
Wij) and {^} are 1-cocycles with values in Rlq^£nd(£) 0 Oc(-^)), we have
^j = D] ~ A1 and 57^ = D] ~ D^ for some differential operators D} and Df. Hence
we can define the 1-cocycle {[sr]^,b]} + [A1^^]},. with values in Rlq^£nd{£).
Let us recall that D} and D] are sections of 2^(f), hence they act as first
order differential operators on functions on U, but are linear with respect to functions
defined on C. It follows that {[sr]}^D]} + [D^s^]} = s[[n^D]} + [A1^-]}, where
{[r]}^ D]\-^[b},r]^}} is a well-defined 1-cocycle with values in Rlq^£nd{£)^Oc(-D,)).
We define the Lie bracket of {^} and {rj^} by setting
(4.6.4)

[HU^}] = {[^] + [A1,^-]}.

This is a well-defined antisymmetric bilinear map on Rlq^£nd(£)^>Oc{-Ds)). By using
the injectivity of the multiplication by s on 1-cocycles and the fact that the analogous
bracket previously defined on R^q^nd^) is equivalent to the Lie algebra structure
of the tangent bundle TU, it follows that (4.6.4) defines a Lie algebra structure on
R^q^nd^) 0 Oc{—Ds)), which is exactly what we wanted. Now we take as u :
R^^nd^) 0 Oc(-D,)) -^ TU the composition of s : Rlq^£nd{£) 0 Oc(-D,)) -^
Rlq^£nd{£) with the canonical isomorphism Rlq^£nd{£) ^ TU. It is trivial to verify
that u is a homomorphism of sheaves of Lie algebras and satisfies the compatibility
condition (4.2.1).
Let us describe the induced Lie algebra structure on q^£nd(£)Djr{q^£nd(£)).
THEOREM 4.6.1. - The Lie algebra structure defined on Rlq^£nd{£) (g) Oc{-Ds}) by
(4.6.4) induces on q^£nd(£)D, the usual Lie algebra structure, i.e., the usual commutator
of endomorphisms. This structure passes to the quotient modulo r(q^£nd{£)).
More explicitly, on the fiber over a point E C U we have the usual Lie algebra
structure on H°(C,£nd(E)D,)/r(H°{C,£nd{E))). Note that the stability ofE implies
that H°(C,£nd(E)) = C.
Proof. - Let us begin by giving an explicit description of the connecting homomorphism
8 : q^£nd{£)D, —^ Rlq^{£nd{£) 0 Oc(-Ds)). On the fiber over the point E it is given
by the connecting homomorphism 6 : H°{C,£nd{E)D^ -^ ^(C^fnd^) 0 L-1 0 K).
1Tt

Let us suppose, for simplicity, that Ds = ^p^ with P, ^ Pj if i / j, and let
^ = (^)z=i,...,m G H°{C,£nd{E)D^ ^ (f)£nd(E)p,. Let ^ = {^-} be a 0-cochain
1=1

with values in £nd{E), such that ^j(Pz) = ^, where ^j(Pi) denotes the endomorphism
induced by ^ on the fiber of E over Pi (if P, belongs to the open set where ^ is
defined). We have 8(^)ij = (^ - '0,) = (^a^-), for some 1-cocycle a = {cr^-} with values
in £nd{E) 0 L~10 K. The image <5(^) of ^ is the element of H1 (C, £nd{E) 0 L-10 K)
defined by the 1-cocycle a.
Now let '01 = (^) and ^ = (^2) be two global sections of q^£nd{£)D^ As we have
seen, we can find 0-cochains ^1 = (^) and ^ 2 = (^J) with values in q^£nd(£) such
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that ^(Pz) = ^, for h = 1,2. Then the equalities ^ - -0|1 = sa^ define two 1-cocycles
{a^-} and {o-^} with values in q^£nd(£) 0 Oc(-£^), and we have 6{^1) = {a^} and

W = H}.

Now we compute the Lie bracket of {a^} and {cr^} in J^ l ^(fnd(^) 0 Oc(--Ds)).
Since we have sa^ = ^h — ^ = Z)^ — D|\ this implies that D^ = ^, considered as
a first order differential operator, hence it follows that
[sa^ D]} + [A1,^?,] = [^ - V^2] + [^^] - ^}
=W^}-W^}
= sr,13-)

for a uniquely determined 1-cocycle {r^-}. By definition, we have [{^ }, {of-}] = {r^}.
On the other hand, starting from the global section ^ = [^1,^2] of q^£nd{£}r>^ we
find that the 0-cochain ^ is equal to [^1^2]. Hence ^ — ^ = ['0^'0|] — ['0^'0?] = •ST^,
which implies that the image 6{^) of ^ is equal to the Lie bracket of {a}A and {of.}.
In other words we have
6W1^2})=[6^1^8{^

i.e., 6 : q^£nd(£)D^ —)> ^q^^nd^) 0 Oc{—Ds}) is a homomorphism of sheaves of
Lie algebras, where q^£nd{£)i)s ls endowed with the natural Lie algebra structure given
by the usual commutator of endomorphisms. It is obvious that this Lie algebra structure
passes to the quotient modulo the image of q^£nd(£) by r. D
Remark 4.6.2. - The Lie algebra structure of q^£nd{£)Ds allows us to define a Poisson
structure on the dual sheaf (this is the analogue of the classical Poisson structure of KostantKirillov). The dual sheaf to q^£nd(£)i)^ is canonically identified with ^(<?nd(<?)0p*(£)),
the duality pairing being given by the trace map. Hence the Poisson structure defined
on P by the Lie algebra structure of ^^(fnd^) 0 Oc(-Ds)) induces on the fiber
H°{C,£nd{E) 0 L) of P over the point E e U the usual Poisson structure of
Kostant-Kirillov.
Let us turn back to the study of the Poisson structure of the variety V.
We denote by {•, -}s the bracket defined on r((7, Op) by the antisymmetric contravariant
2-tensor Os defined in Section 4.3, i.e., [f,g}s = {Os, df A dg) = {df,Bs{dg)), for any
f ^ g G r((7,0-p), and by {', •} the Poisson bracket associated to the Lie algebra structure
of T~C* and to the homomorphism s : H* —>• TU. We recall that this is uniquely determined
by setting {f^g} = 0, for any two sections / and g of Ou (thought of as functions on
V by composing with the canonical projection TT : V —^ U)\ {$,/} = 5(^)(/), for any
section ^ of H* and any section / of Ou, where s(^) = sf, is identified with a tangent
vector field to U, and {^, C,} = [^ CL ^or ^Y two sections ^ and C of 7^*, where [', •] is
the Lie bracket defined on 7Y*.
We have the following result:
THEOREM 4.6.3. - The bracket {•, ' } s is equal to the Poisson bracket {•, •}, hence defines
a Poisson structure on the variety P.
Proof. - We shall prove the equality of {•, ' } s and {-, •} in the three cases.
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Case 1. - Let f ^ g € r((7, Ou) and denote by f ^ g the corresponding rational functions
on P. We have seen that, for any point (E^ cf)) G P, we have an exact sequence
0 -> TEU -> T^^P -> H^C.SndE 0 £-1 0 K) ^ 0.
It follows that df(E,(f)) G T^^P is the image of d/'(^) G T^, L^., if d/'(£1) = ay G
HQ{C,£nd{E) 0 JQ, then d f ( E , ( / ) ) = (a^O) e H1^, •]). Then we have:
{/^L(^) = (df(E^)^B,{dg(E^))) = ((a^O),B,(a,,0)) = 0.
On the other hand { f ^ g } = 0 by definition, whence the equality of the two brackets.
Case 2. - Now let ^ be a section oi ^q^End^^Oc^—Ds}) represented by a 1-cocycle
{rjij}. The function ^ corresponding to ^ is defined by setting ^(£1,^) = ({^(E 1 )},^),
where {^(£)} is the element of H^{C,£nd{E) (g) L~1 0 ^) defined by restricting the
global section {rjij} of Ji^g^fn^f) (^(^("-Ds)) to the fiber over the point E, and {•, -) is
the canonical duality pairing between H^(C,£nd{E)^L~^-^K} and H°{C,£nd(E)^L).
The function ^ is linear on the fibers of TT : V —^ U, hence its differential d^ is a section
of r*P whose image in 7^*JZ l (^(<fnd(<?) 0 Oc(-Ds)) corresponds to the section ^. This
means that d^(E, (f>) is represented by an element of H1^, -]) of the form (?, {%}).
It follows that
{^f},(E^) = {d^E^)^B,W\E^)))
=((?,{rfo})^(a^0))
= {{riij},saf)
= ( { s r j i j } , Of)
= ^(/).

But this is precisely the definition of the Poisson bracket {^, /}.
Case 3. - This is the last and most difficult case.
Let ^ and ^2 be two sections of R^-q^^Snd^S) 0 Oc(-Ds)) represented by 1-cocycles
{77-} and {r]]j} respectively, and denote by ^\ £2 the corresponding functions on P. We
recall that the Poisson bracket {^ 1 ,^ 2 } is equal to the function corresponding to the Lie
bracket K 1 ,^ 2 ], i.e., we have {^ 1 ,^ 2 } = K 1 ,^ 2 ]. On the other Jhand, to compute {^1^2}s
we need an explicit expression for the differentials d^ and d^2, so let us start by finding
d^ for a section ^ of ^q^End^S) 0 Oc{-Ds)).
Let ^ be represented by a 1-cocycle {%}. We know that there exist first order differential
operators D8^ (on the variety U) such that srjij == D8^ — D^.
Let T = ({^^i}^^}) be a tangent field to P, corresponding to a derivation 1^
of 0-p. We know that there exist first order differential operators D^ (this time on
the variety P), such that we have o^ = [D^^} and /^ = DJ — PJ'. Let us denote by
r(jB, (f)) = {{ai{E, (f))}, {/jiij(E, cf))}) the tangent vector to P at the point (E, </>) determined
by the vector field T. The tangent vector r(E^ (f)) projects to a tangent vector f to U at the
point E, given by the element {^{E^)} e H^-^C.End^E)).
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In terms of infinitesimal deformations, the vector field s^ is given equivalently by an
automorphism
(l+eD^)xlc

U x Spec(C[6]) x C———————>U x Spec(C[e]) x C,
and is represented (locally) by the infinitesimal deformation <fg =- ((1 + eD^) x lcY£[e]
of the local universal family £ on U.
The tangent vector f is equivalent to a morphism f : Specie']) x C —> U x (7,
corresponding to an infinitesimal deformation E^i = T*^'], represented by the element
{fJiij(E^)} C H\C^£ndE\
Now we can compute ^(^e?^e). where {Ee^4>e) is the infinitesimal deformation of
{E^cf)) corresponding to the tangent vector r(E^(f>).
We have ^(£e,^>e) == ((^)g,^e). where (%)e is the "infinitesimal deformation" of rjij
in the direction of r at the point (£,<^>).
Let us consider the tangent field s^ on U. The situation may be summarized by the
following diagram:
(l+eD^)xlc

U x Spec^^e']) x C———————^U x Spec^^e']) x C
I (l+e^D^xIc

Spec^C^e 7 ]) x C
By pulling back we get the sheaf ((1 -^D^ x lc)*((l +^D^) x Ic)*^^^'], and we
have already seen in Section 4.5 that this is described by giving gluing isomorphisms of
the form 1 + e(srjij) + e'^ij) + ee^DJ^T^) - srjijD^). To simplify the notations we
have not explicitly written the restrictions, but all differential operators are intended to
be restricted to {E} x C.
It follows that s {rjij)e = sr]ij-\-e{D]{sriij)-sr]ijD^) = 5^•+5e(DJ^•-^•D,r), by the
Oc -linearity of the differential operators D^. Now, by the injectivity of the multiplication
by s on cocycles, we derive that
(4.6.5)

(rfo), = Tfo + 6(DJrfo - ^A')-

It follows that
^ ^) = {{rj^E) + e{D]rji, - ^D^}^ {^ + ea,})
(4.6.6)

= res o Tr(^) + e res o Tr(a,^- + (DJ^- - TfoA")^)
=^^)+6^(£^),

where ^(E,(f)) denotes the derivative of ^, with respect to the tangent vector r, at the
point {E^(f>).
We have already seen in Case 2 that the differential of ^ at the point (JS, (/>) is given
by an element of H 1 ^,-]) of the form ({cr,(£^)}, {^(£,^)}), where {y^(£^)} is
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the element of ^{C.End^E) 0 L~1 0 K) determined by the global section {^} of
R^q^End^E) 0 Oc{-Ds)) corresponding to ^, and {a^(£',^)} is unknown. Now, using
the fact that {d^E^^r^E^)} = ^{E^), we have:
^(E^)=(^(£?^),T(£;^))

=

(({^U^JM^U^}))

= res o Tr(a,7fo- + ( J j l i z j )
= res o Tr(a^- + (D;^ - ^D^\

This shows that {c^} is determined by requiring that
(4.6.7)

res o Tr(a,/^) = res o Tr((DJ^ - ^A")^)-

Note that if in the formula (4.6.6) we had used (/) + eaj in place of (/> + eo^, we would
have found
(4.6.8)

res o Tr(<7^) = res o Tr((Z)J^- - ^A')^).

Now we are able to compute {^ l ,^ 2 }s•
{e\^}.(^^) = (^1(£^),B,(^2(^^))
=:

(({^l}J^•}),^({a?},{r7?,}))

-(({^^J^H^^nj-^-}))
= res o Tr(-^(^) + ^(^.))
= res o Tr((-(D,2^, - ^.D2)^ + (^1^ - <-A1)^)
= res o Tr((-^2^, + ^•A2 + ^^ - ^•A1)^)-

From this, using the identities D] = Dj — srjfj and Dj = £?^ + ST]}^ one gets
{C 1 , ^}.(^ ^ = res o Tr(([^, D]} - ^,^2, + [A1^2,] + «)^
^res^T^d^.^+tA1^2,])^)
^^i^ 2 ]^^),
which proves the equality of the two brackets and completes the proof of the theorem.

D

Remark 4.6.4. - From what we have seen, it follows immediately that the morphism
from P { r ^ d , K ) to P(r,d,-L) sending the point (£',<^) to (E^scf)) is a morphism of
Poisson varieties.
4.7 COMPLETELY INTEGRABLE SYSTEMS.

In the preceding section we have seen that the antisymmetric contravariant 2-tensor 6s
defines a Poisson structure on P. By what we have seen in Section 4.3, it follows that 0s
defines a Poisson structure at least on M1^ the connected component of M.' containing P
(see Remark 4.3.1). In the sequel we shall assume that deg(£) > deg(^).
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Let us consider the morphism H : MQ -^ W = (^)ff°((7,27) defined in Section 2.2,
which associates to each point (E, (j)} G MQ the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial
of 4). We have seen that the inverse image ff" 1 ^), for a generic, is canonically isomorphic
to an open subset of an abelian variety, precisely the Jacobian variety of the spectral curve
Xo. defined by the section a. The complement of H^^a) in Jac(X^) is a closed subset
of codimension at least 2.
Let us choose a coordinate system on W. The morphism H is then given by N polynomial
functions H ^ , . . . , H N (with TV = dim W = ,r(r+l)deg(£)-r(^-l)). Since dim MQ =
2
1
r^eg^) + 1 and dimff-^a) = dimJac(J^) = _ r ( r - 1) deg(L) + r(g - 1) + 1, it
follows, by a dimensional count, that H ^ , . . . , H N are functionally independent, i.e.,
dH^ A . . . A (!HN / 0.
Let us denote by XH, the hamiltonian vector field associated to the function Hi.
If the functions Hi are in involution, i.e., if {Hi.Hj} = 0 for all %j, then we have
[XH^XH •] == XiHi,H } = 0- I1 follows that the hamiltonian vector field XH, defines a
holomorphic vector field on the generic fiber AT"1(a). By what we have previously seen,
it extends as a holomorphic vector field to the whole Jacobian variety Jac(Xo-), hence is
linear. In other words the hamiltonian vector fields XH, are linear on the fibers of H and
span, on the generic fiber, the space of translation invariant vector fields.
PROPOSITION 4.7.1. - The functions Hi are in involution, i.e., {Hi^Hj} = 0 for all i ^ j .
Proof. - Let P G C and U C C be an open subset containing P. Let us choose a local
coordinate C on U centered at P and a trivialization A : L^^Ou. By taking the germ of
a section at P and composing with A(P)0', we get a map v(P) : H°(C, L1) -^ C. Let us
denote by A'Tr(P) : MQ —> C the map given by the composition of (E,(f)) \-^ Tr(A^)
with v(P), i.e., A^P)^,^) = ^(P)Tr(A^).
The space of functions Hi is generated by the functions A^ Tr(P), for j > 0 and P generic
in C. These may be expressed in terms of the functions Tr'(P) : {E,(f)) i-> v(P)Tr(^)
by means of Newton's relations (2. I.I):
^(P)Tr(A^) = ^ \(P)W) + Q^(P)Tr((^ ..., ^(P)Tr(^-1)),

where Qj is a universal polynomial in j — 1 variables with rational coefficients. Hence the
space of functions Hi is also generated by the functions Tr^P), and it suffices to prove
that the Poisson bracket of any two of these is zero.
Let us consider a tangent vector r = ({a,},{^j}) ^ ^(h^D to ^o at the P01111
(£, <^), corresponding to the infinitesimal deformation (Eg, <^). By using first order Taylor
series expansions, we have
Tr^P)^, ^) - Tr-(P)(^ cf>) + eTr^P/^, ^,

where Tr'(Py(£^) = {dTTi{P)(E,(^)),r) is the derivative of Tr'(P) in the direction
of T at (£',</>).
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By what we have previously seen, we have
Tr^(P)(E,^)=^;(P)Tr(^)
=^P)Tr((^+ea^)
= ^(P)Tr(^) + e i ^Tr^-1^).

Note that this is well-defined because we have o^ - a/, = [/^^L hence Tr^"1^) ==
Tr^-1^). From this we derive that Tr^Py^,^) = ^(P)^^-1^).
Now we look for the differential of Tr'(P) at the point (JS,^).
Let us set dTr^P)^) = ({^},{^}) e H^.]). We have:
Tr^(Py(£?^)=(dTr^(P)(£^),T)
=

<({^}J^•}),({^},{^•}))
= res o Tr{aip,ij + o^-).

Let us choose an open affine covering (?7z)i=i,2 of the curve C, of the form C/i = U
and [/2 = C \ {P}, such that U^ = U \ {P}. In this situation the trace isomorphism
res : ^{C.K) —^ C is given by taking residues at P:
resp :H\C,K) ^C
{rfij} ^ Tesp(rfij).

It follows that the differential of Tr'(P) at the point (£', <^) is determined by the equation
(4.7.1)

resp(Tr(a^- + a,^-)) = iv^T^-1^).

Let us consider the element dC/C of ^{C.K). This gives a normalized basis of
^{C.K), in the sense that resp(dC/C) = 1From now on we use the trivialization A to identify sections of L over U with
sections of 0\j. For convenience of notation the composition with A is not explicitly
written. Then we have automorphisms ^ : E\u —> E\u, for each i >_ 0, and it
follows that ^dC/C "^y be considered as an element of r{U^,£nd(E) 0 L~1 0 K).
We set z/i2 = z^'^C/C, o-i = 0 and 02 = 0. This is consistent, in fact we have
02 - Oi = [(^12] = [^Z^-^C/C]

=

^^-'WC = 0.

To show that this is actually the differential of Tr'(P) at the point (E,(/)), we have
only to check that (4.7.1) is satisfied.
We have
resp(Tr(a^- + a^-)) = %resp(Tr(a, • <^-1 d ( / Q )
=iv{P)W-la,)^
which proves our assertion.
In conclusion we have found that dTr^P)^,^) = (0,%<^- 1 d(/Q € H^^, •]).
If P ' ^ P is another point of C, we may choose U such that P ' G U. If C is the
local coordinate on (7 centered at P previously chosen, then ^ = ^ - ^(P) is a local
coordinate centered at P'. By repeating the above reasoning for the point P', we get
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another isomorphism res?/ : ^(C.K) —> C, given by taking residues at P ' . It follows
that there is a non-zero constant cpp> such that res?/ = cpp/resp.
Now, if we consider the function Tr^P7), we find that its derivative in the direction
of r at {E,(f>) is given by Tr^P'y^^) = ^(P^Tr^-1^). Let us denote by
({aj, {^}) C H1^,.]) the differential of Tr^P') at the point (£, <?')). We claim that we
may choose a\ = a^ = 0 and ^12 = cpp/ z^~ 1 dCVC'- I11 f^1 we have
resp(Tr(a^- + a,^-)) = cpp/ %resp(Tr(a, • ^-1 dCVC'))
= %resp/(Tr(o^ • ^-1 dC7C'))
^(PTrr^-1^),

which proves our assertion. It is now immediate to prove that the functions Tr^(P) are
in involution, in fact we have:
{Tr^P),^^?')}^^) = {dTT^P^E^^^B^dTT^P^E^)))
= ((0, i <^-1 dC/C), (0, -s cpp, j <f>3-1 dCVC'))
=0.

D
From what we have previously seen, we derive immediately the following
THEOREM 4.7.2. - The morphism H : M.Q —>• W defines an algebraically completely
integrable hamiltonian system on the Poisson variety M.Q.

Note that, since A^o 1s not: a symplectic variety, the hamiltonian system H is completely
integrable only in a generalized sense. More precisely, the Poisson variety A^o ls foliated,
over the open subset where the Poisson structure has maximal rank, by symplectic varieties
of dimension equal to the (maximum) rank of the Poisson structure. Then the restriction
of H to each symplectic leaf gives an algebraically completely integrable system in
the classical sense. The hamiltonian system H may thus be considered as a family of
completely integrable systems on the symplectic leaves of A^o- I11 Ae sequel we shall
make precise this remark.
First let us recall some basic results on Poisson varieties, which may be found for example
in [W]. A function / on a Poisson variety M is called a Casimir function (or invariant
function) if the hamiltonian vector field Hf is identically zero, i.e., if {f^g} = 0, for any
function g. If /i,..., Jn span the vector space of Casimir functions in a neighborhood
of a point x G M, then the symplectic leaf through x is given locally by the zero set
of the functions / i , . . . , fn.
Let us come back now to our situation. We prove the following
LEMMA 4.7.3. - If P G Ds then the function Tr^P) is a Casimir function on A^oProof. - We have seen in the proof of Proposition 4.7.1 that the differential
of the function Tr^P) : A^o — ^ C a t the point {E^cf)) may be expressed as
dTr\P){E,(t)) = (O^-^C/C) e H^,-]). If / is another function on Afo, and if
we write df(E, (f)) = ({o^}, {^j}), the Poisson bracket of Tr^P) and / is given by
{Tr-(P)J} = {{^i^d^/Q^B^}^^}))
^esp^r^a^-^C/C)),
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which is equal to zero, if s(P) = 0.

D

r

r

1

Let us set W = QH^C.L ) and W^ = ©ff 0 ^ ,^), and consider the natural
^=1

i=l

map p : W —^ Wz^ , given by evaluation of sections at the points of the divisor Ds. We have
LEMMA 4.7.4. - The image of p : W —^ WD, is a hyperplane WD in the vector space
WD..
Proof. - From the exact sequence
0 -^ K-^L^LD^ -^ 0,
we derive
(4.7.2)

0 -^ K 0 L^^L^L^ -> 0,

for i = 1,..., r. Taking the corresponding long exact cohomology sequence gives
H^C^L^H^C^L^-^H^C^K^L1-1)^!!1^^1).
Now, by using Serre duality and recalling that deg(L) > deg(A^), it follows that
H^C.L^ = 0 for i = 1,... ,r, and dimH^C.K 0 P-1) = 1 if % = 1 and is zero
otherwise. From this we get the following exact sequence

© H°(C, L1)^ © H°(C, L^) ^ C ^ 0,
i=l

i=l

which proves the lemma. D
Now we can consider the following commutative diagram:
MO——H——>W
c\
/,
WD.

(4-7-3)

where the map C associates to a pair (E, (f)) C MQ the coefficients of the characteristic
m

polynomial of <^, for each P, e Ds (we are still assuming that Ds = V.Pi, with
P, ^ P, if i / j).

_

l=l

By choosing a base for Wj^, the function C may be given by its N component functions
C i , . . . ,C?7v, and it is easy to see that the vector space generated by these functions is
spanned equivalently by the functions C^ = Tr'(P^), for i = 1,..., r and j = 1 , . . . , m.
Now we are able to prove the following
THEOREM 4.7.5. - The vector space spanned by the functions Cij = Tr^PA for
i = 1,..., r and j = 1 , . . . , m (or, equivalently, by the functions C ^ , . . . , C^) coincides, at
a generic point of MQ, with the space of all Casimir functions on the Poisson variety MQ.
Hence, for w generic in WD,, the fibers C'^w) ofC are the symplectic leaves of MQ.
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Proof. - We have already proved in Lemma 4.7.3 that Cij are Casimir functions. It
remains only to show that these functions span, at a generic point of A^o. tne vector
space of all Casimir functions. Since dim A^o = r2 deg(L) + 1 and dim WD^ = mr — 1 =
r(deg(£) - deg(K)) - 1, it follows that dimC-^w) > r(r - 1) deg(L) + 2r(g - 1) + 2,
where equality holds if and only if the functions C\,..., CN are functionally independent,
i.e., dC\ A . . . A dC^ -^ 0. From the exact sequence (4.7.2) we get
r

r

0 -^ (Off^C,^®^- 1 ) ^ QH^C.L^WD. -^ 0,
i=l

i=l

which shows that
dimp-^w) = ^ " ^ deg(£) + r{g -!)+!.
^

We know that, for a generic a G VF we have dimi^"1^) = dimJac(X^) =
jr(r — 1) deg(£) + r(g — 1) + 1. It follows that, for a generic w G WD^ dimC7 -l (w) =
r(r— 1) deg(J ^ /)+2r(^—1)+2, which proves that C i , . . . , (7^ are functionally independent.
Now we recall from Section 4.4 that the generic (and maximum) rank of the Poisson
structure of A^o ls equal to r(r — 1) deg(^) + 2r{g — 1) + 2, and this is precisely the
dimension of the symplectic leaves of J^IQ, on the open subset where the Poisson structure
has maximum rank. By comparing dimensions it follows immediately that the fibers of
C are precisely the generic symplectic leaves of A4^ which proves that the functions
C\,..., CN span the vector space of all Casimir functions. D
We have thus seen that the algebraically completely integrable hamiltonian system
H : A^o —^ W can be thought of, at least generically, as a family of algebraically
completely integrable hamiltonian systems on the symplectic leaves of A^ parametrized
by the vector space WD^Remark 4.7.6. - Now we want to discuss how our construction generalizes previous
results obtained by A. Beauville in [Bl] in the case C = P 1 .
It is well known that the moduli space of semistable vector bundles of rank r and degree
d over P1 is either empty, if r does not divide d, or is reduced to a single point, namely
the isomorphism class of a vector bundle E. We have Aut(i?) ^ GL(r, C). Then, if r \ d,
the variety M(r,d,L) is equal to H°(P\£nd{E) (g) £)/Aut(£).
By choosing an affine coordinate x on P1 and setting L = Opi (d • oo), the vector space
^(P^^nc^i?) (g) L) can be identified with the set of r x r polynomial matrices with
entries of degree < d. This is precisely the situation studied in [Bl]. It is now easy to see
that our previous results reduce, in this case, to the ones obtained by Beauville.
In the next section we shall see how our results may be restated, with only some minor
changes, for the moduli space of stable pairs with fixed determinant bundle.
4.8 STABLE PAIRS WITH FIXED DETERMINANT BUNDLE.

In this section we shall see that the results we have obtained so far for general vector
bundles may be restated, with minor changes, for vector bundles with fixed determinant.
Let us denote by J^ ) the space of isomorphism classes of line bundles of degree d on
C. For C G J^ , we denote by Us(r^ Q the moduli space of stable vector bundles of rank
r with determinant isomorphic to ^. If (r, d) = 1 this is a fine moduli space.
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Now let E be a stable vector bundle. We have a direct sum decomposition of the sheaf
of endomorphisms of E:
(4.8.1)

£nd(E) ^ £nd°{E) C Oc,

where End (E) denotes the sheaf of trace-free endomorphisms. We point out that the
stability of E implies that H°(C,£nd°{E)) = 0.
From deformation theory it follows that the tangent space ^^(r^C) is canonically
isomorphic to the vector space H1^, £nd°(E)). By using Riemann-Roch we can compute
the dimension of Z^(r,C), which turns out to be (r2 - l){g - 1).
Let L be another fixed line bundle on C, and assume that either L ^ K or
deg(L) > deg(JT). Let us denote by M'{r,^L) the subset of M\r,d,L) consisting
of (isomorphism classes of) pairs {E, (/>) with dei{E) ^ C and (/) G H°(C, £nd°(E) 0 L),
by P(r,C,£) the subset of M'(r^,L) consisting of pairs {E,(/)) with E stable, and
by Alo^C^) the connected component of M'{r,^L) containing P(r,^L). It is
immediate to prove that P(r,C,£) is a vector bundle over ^(r,C), the fiber over E
being the vector space H°(C,£nd°{E) 0 L). Again, by using Riemann-Roch, we find
that dimP(r,C,£) = (r2 - l)deg(£).
Let (£1,^) € ^0(^,0^) and consider the following complex:
h (^]0 :

0 ^ end^E^^end^E) 0 £ ^ 0.

By adapting the proof of Proposition 3.1.2 to the present situation, we can prove the
following
PROPOSITION 4.8.1. - The tangent space T^^Mo(r,^L) to M^r^.L) at the point
{E, (f>) is canonically isomorphic to the first hypercohomology group IHl 1 ^-, ^]°).
Noting that the sheaf £nd°{E) is autodual under the pairing trace, it is easy to see that
the dual complex to [',^]° is canonically identified to the complex
[^ -]° :

0 -^ £nd°(E) 0 L-1 0 K^£nd\E) 0 K -^ 0.

By recalling Serre duality for hypercohomology, we get
PROPOSITION 4.8.2. - The cotangent space T^^M'^r, <, L) to M'^r, C, L) at the point
{E^ (f)) is canonically isomorphic to the first hypercohomology group H1^, -]°).
Assume now that H°(C,K~1 0 L) ^ 0. Given a non-zero section s of K~1 0 L, we
define a morphism of complexes
0——

£nd°{E)

-^S nd°{E)^L——0

0——>£nd°(E) 0 L~1 0 K——>£nd°{E) 0 K——>0,
[^•]
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which induces a homomorphism of hypercohomology groups:
B^H^^.n-H1^^]0).

These maps give a homomorphism Bs : T*Mo(r,^L) -^ TMo{r,^L), which defines
a contravariant 2-tensor Os (see Section 4.3). All the reasoning we have made to prove
Theorem 4.6.3 can be repeated, with only some minor changes, to prove the following
THEOREM 4.8.3. - The contravariant 2-tensor Os defines a Poisson structure on the variety

M^^L).

Now we turn to the study of the completely integrable system on the Poisson variety
MQ^T^^L) defined by the Hitchin map.
First we note that if M is a line bundle on C then a vector bundle E is stable if and
only if E (g) M is, hence the tensorization by M gives an isomorphism of Us{r^ Q with
Us{r, C 0 M7'). Therefore it is not restrictive to assume that C = OcBy recalling the definition of .Mo(^C^)» lt ls immediate to see that the Hitchin map
defined in Section 2.2 is given, in this case, by
r

(4.8.2)

H•.Mo(r,<:,L)^W=({)H\C,Li).
i=2
r

If a' = (02,...,^) e W, we set a = (0,a') = (O,^...^) G Q)HQ{C,L^) and
1=1
denote by Xa- the spectral curve defined by a. We have a morphism TT : Xy —> C making
X(y a ramified r-sheeted covering of (7.
Let us denote by 0 the line bundle del^Tr^Oj^)""1 on C, and set 8 = deg(D). From
[BNR, Proposition 3.6] it follows that the intersection of the fiber H'1^1} with P(r, C, L),
for a generic a' G W, is isomorphic to the subset of Jj^ consisting of isomorphism classes
of line bundles M such that TT^M is stable and has determinant isomorphic to C.
Let us denote by Nm : Jac(X^) —•» Jac(C) the norm map. Since deg(£) -^ 0 it follows
from [BNR, Remark 3.10] that the morphism TT* : Jac(C) —» Jac(Xo-) is injective. As
a consequence of this we derive that the norm map has a connected kernel, which is
called the Prym variety of the covering TT : Xy —> C and will be denoted Prym(X^/(7).
Under the isomorphisms Jac(C7) ^ J^ and Jac(X^) ^ JJ^, the variety Prym(X^/C)
corresponds to the inverse image of 0 by the norm map Nm : J J 7 —^ J ^ . It is now
immediate to see that the intersection of the fiber ^'^cr') with P(r^,L) is isomorphic
to the open subset of Prym(X^/(7) consisting of isomorphism classes of line bundles M
such that TT^M is a stable vector bundle.
It is known ([BNR, Proposition 5.7]) that the complement of this open set is of
codimension at least 2 in Prym(X^/C), hence we are in a situation analogue to the one
r

already studied for the map H : Mo{r,d,L) -^ (^HQ{C,L^).
i=l

By repeating the considerations made in Section 4.7, we can prove the following
THEOREM 4.8.4. - The morphism H : M'^r^^L) —^ W defines an algebraically
completely integrable hamiltonian system on the Poisson variety .Mo(^ C? L). This system
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linearises on the Prym varieties of coverings TT : X^ —> C, where Xa is the spectral curve
defined by an element a- G W.
Considerations on invariant (Casimir) functions analogous to those following
Theorem 4.7.2 also hold in this situation.

5. Parabolic vector bundles
5.1 THE MODULI SPACE OF PARABOLIC VECTOR BUNDLES.

Let r G N with r ^ 2 and d e R, and let S = { P i , . . . , P^} be a finite set of points of C,
called 'parabolic points'. Let a = (ap^)p^s,i^i<np be a sequence of real numbers such
that, for each P C S one has 0 ^ apj < . . . < ap^p < 1, and ^ = (fcp,z)pe5,i<Knp
an
increasing sequence of strictly positive integers such that, for every P G S one has
np
^ ^ p , z = r. We denote by Us{^,a,d) the moduli space of stable parabolic vector
1=1

bundles of rank r, degree d, weights a and sequence of multiplicities /^. Let us denote by
Par T-Com{E, F) the sheaf of homomorphisms of parabolic vector bundles of the parabolic
vector bundles E and F, and set Par£nd{E) = ParT-Com{E,E).
We want to study the tangent and cotangent spaces to the moduli variety Z^(^,a,d).
The basic technique is the use of linear infinitesimal deformations of a stable parabolic
bundle, and the results are similar to those given in Section 3 for stable vector bundles.
Let E be a parabolic vector bundle on C with parabolic structure at the points Pi..... Py^,
m

and let us denote by D = ^ P, the effective divisor defined by the points P,. We have
z=l

the following exact sequence of sheaves
(5.1.1)

0 -> Par£nd(E) -^ £nd(E) -^ ^p -^ 0,
m

where Jp = ^ ^p, is a skyscraper sheaf supported at the points P, G S.
i==l

Now we consider infinitesimal deformations of the parabolic bundle E fixing the
parabolic structure. By slightly modifying the proof of Proposition 3.1.2 to keep track of
the fact that the infinitesimal deformation of E must preserve the parabolic structure, it
is not difficult to prove the following
PROPOSITION 5.1.1. - The isomorphism classes of linear infinitesimal deformations of
the parabolic bundle E are canonically parametrized by the first cohomology group
H^C.ParSnd^E)).
It follows immediately that
COROLLARY 5.1.2. - We have a canonical identification of the tangent space TaUs^, a, d)
to Us(^, c^ d) at the point E with the vector space H1^, Par£nd(E)).
Remark 5.1.3. - From the exact sequence (5.1.1) we get a surjective morphism
Hl(C,Par£nd{E)) -^ H^C.Snd^E)) -^ 0.
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It is evident from the preceding considerations that this is precisely the forgetful morphism
sending an infinitesimal deformation of the parabolic bundle E to the corresponding
infinitesimal deformation of the underlying vector bundle.
Now we turn to the study of the cotangent bundle to the moduli variety Us{^^ a, d).
By Corollary 5.1.2 and Serre duality it follows that the cotangent space T^Us^, a, d) is
canonically identified with H°{C,Par£nd(Ey 0 K). Let 0{D) be the invertible sheaf
defined by the divisor D and s a global section of 0[D) defining D, i.e., such that D = (s).
By Serre duality, and by using Lemma 5.1.5, it is not difficult to prove the following
PROPOSITION 5.1.4. - There is a canonical isomorphism

T^(/s a, d)^H°(C^ £nd^E) 0 K 0 0(P)),
where £ndn{E) is the subsheaf of £nd{E) consisting of sections ^ which are nilpotent
with respect to the parabolic structure of E, i.e., such that ^p(Fi{E)p) C F^(E)p, for
1 < i ^ up and for all P G D.
The following is a simple lemma of linear algebra, whose proof is left to the reader:
LEMMA 5.1.5. - Let V be an r-dimensional vector space and
V = Fi D F2 3 . . . 3 Fn D Fn+i = 0

a filtration of V by vector subspaces. Let (f) : V —^ V be an endomorphism of V. Then
the following conditions are equivalent
(1) W} C Effort == l , . . . , n ;
(2) Tr(^) = 0 for every ^ G End(V) such that ^(F,) C F, for i = 1 , . . . , n.
5.2 THE CANONICAL SYMPLECTIC STRUCTURE OF T*Z^(/^ 0, d)

In the preceding section we have seen that the cotangent bundle M. = r*Z^(/^a,d)
may be described as the set of isomorphism classes of pairs (E^cf)), where E is a stable
parabolic bundle and (f) € H°{C,£ndn{E) 0 K 0 0(D)). This situation is similar to the
one we have studied in Section 3, for the variety P(r,d,£). By applying the same kind
of reasoning, we get the following
PROPOSITION 5.2.1. - Let (E, (f)) G M and denote by [•, <^]^ the complex
h (J)\M :

0 ^ Par£nd{E)-^£ndn{E) 0 K (g) 0{D) -^ 0.

Then the set of isomorphism classes of infinitesimal deformations of the pair (£, (f>) in M.
is canonically identified with the first hypercohomology group IHI1^', ^>]^).

Proof. - We can repeat almost unchanged the proof of Proposition 3.1.2. Note that,
if (£'g,(^g) is an infinitesimal deformation of {E^(f>) corresponding to ({^z}^^}), then
the hypothesis that the parabolic structure of E is fixed implies that the 1-cocycle {%}
defines an element of H1^, Par£nd{E)) and a, is a section of £ndn{E) 0 K 0 O(-D),
for each i. D
COROLLARY 5.2.2. - The tangent space T(^).A/( to M. at the point {E^ (/)) is canonically
isomorphic to the vector space Hl 1 ^-,^)]^).
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Now we come to the study of the cotangent bundle to M. We have already seen that
there is a canonical isomorphism of Par £nd{EY 0 K with £ndn{E) 0 K 0 0(D). From
this it follows easily that the complex
0 -^ £ndn{EY 0 0(-D)[^Par£nd(Ey 0 K -^ 0,
dual to [',<^].M. is canonically identified with the complex
[^ -].M :

0 ^ par£nd(E)^^£nd^E) 07^0 0{D) -^ 0.

By using Serre duality for hypercohomology, we derive the following
PROPOSITION 5.2.3. - The cotangent space T^ ^MtoM at the point (£', (/)) is canonically
isomorphic to the first hypercohomology group IHI1^^, -].M)Let us consider now the following isomorphism of complexes:
Ml
0——>Par£nd{E)——>£ndn{E) 0 K 0 0(D)——>0
(5.2.1)
0——>Par£nd{E)——>£nd^(E) 0 K 0 0(D)——>0,
[M

It induces an isomorphism on hypercohomology,
(5.2.2)

Bi:^^^.]^)^^^.^]^),

which, in terms of Cech cocycles, may be described as the map sending an element
({di} ,{%•}) ^ H^^,-]^) to ({^},{-^-}). By recalling the natural identifications
T^E^)M ^ H^t-,^]^) and T^^M ^ H 1 ^,-]^), we can define a contravariant 2tensor (9i € H°{M, 02 TA^) by setting, for each point {E, (/)) e M, <(9i(£, ^), a 0 /?) =
(a, Bi(/3)), for all a, /? e T(^)A< where (•, •) denotes the duality between T(^E^}M and
T^ ^M. It is now immediate to see that 0i is actually an antisymmetric contravariant
2-tensor, i.e., 6^ e H^^M.P^TM). The fundamental result is the following
THEOREM 5.2.4. - The antisymmetric contravariant 2-tensor Q\ defines a symplectic
structure on the variety M., which is precisely the canonical symplectic structure of M.,
considered as the cotangent bundle to Z^(^,a,d).
Proof. - The proof is the same of Theorem 4.5.1, with the obvious modifications.

D.

Remark 5.2.5. - The same result is proved, by a different method, in [BR].
Remark 5.2.6. - In the sequel we shall be interested in the following situation: s is a
global section of the line bundle K~1 0 L and D is the effective divisor defined by s,
so that we have an isomorphism s : 0(D) -^ K~1 0 L from the sheaf of meromorphic
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functions on C with poles at D to K~1 0 £, given by multiplication by s. Under these
hypotheses we have canonical isomorphisms
T^M^H1^^
T^M^H1^.}^,

/.^
' " )

where [^4>}n and [(^,-]n denote respectively the complexes
[•,<^ :

[•^]
O^Par£nd(E)——>£ndn(E) (g) L -^ 0

and
[^ .]^ :

o -^ Par£nd(E) ^ L~1 0 2? (g) O^-^fndn^) ^ A: 0 0(2?) -^ 0.

The isomorphism of complexes (5.2.1) may be rewritten as
0——>

Par£nd(E)

[•^]
——>

£ndn{E)(^L

——>0

0——>Par£nd(E) 0 L~1 0 K 0 0(1?)——>£ndn{E) 0 AT (g) 0(2?)——^0,
[^.•1
hence the isomorphism (5.2.2) is given, in terms of the identifications (5.2.3), by
(5.2.4)

B,:H\[^^H\[-^]n^

sending an element ({aj, {%•}) to ({50,}, {-5%-}).
Note the similarity with the expression of the Poisson structure of the variety P. The
relationships between these two structures will be made more precise in the following
section.
5.3 THE STRUCTURE OF THE FIBER G^O).
m

Let us assume that Ds = ^> Pi, with Pi 1=. Pj if i / j, where m = deg(£) - deg(AT) >
%=i
0. Let C : P —> WD, be the restriction to P of the map defined in (4.7.3), and let us
denote by X the fiber G-^O). We have
(5.3.1)

< Y = { ( £ ^ ) G P | Tr(^.)=0,

1 < i ^ r,

l^j<m}.

This shows that if (25, (^) e X then (^p^ is nilpotent of order np^E) <, r, for every point
Pj in the divisor Ds. Given such a pair (25, <^) we can associate to the vector bundle
E a quasi-parabolic structure defined as follows: for each P G Ds consider the filtration
of the fiber Ep given by
(5.3.2)

Ep = F,{E)p ^er^^) D F^E)p = Ker^^-1) D
• • • 3 2^)(£)p = Ker(^)p) D 2^)+i(£0p = 0,
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i.e., we set Fi(E)p = Ker^^"^1), for i = l,...,np{E). It is easy to show that
Fi{E)p -^ F^(E)p for 1 <, i <^ up, hence this is a good definition.
Let a = (ap^i) be an arbitrarily fixed system of weights, so that E becomes a parabolic
vector bundle. It is easy to see that, for any choice of the weight system a, the parabolic
vector bundle E is parabolic stable.
Let us consider now the moduli space Us{^,a,d) of stable parabolic bundles with
parabolic structure at the divisor Ds, and let <Y(^, a, d) denote the subset of X consisting
of all pairs (£', (f)) such that the vector bundle E, with the parabolic structure defined in
(5.3.2), belongs to Z^(/^a,d). We have a natural map
(5.3.3)

TT : ^(^, a, d) -^ Us{^ a, d\

whose fiber over a point E G Us{^, a,d), consisting of a vector bundle E with parabolic
structure Fi{E)p^, is
7r-\E)={(E^)eX I KeT{c^>yEW)=F^E)p^
i = l,...,np^E), j = l , . . . , m } .
Now we need a result from linear algebra, whose proof is left to the reader.
LEMMA 5.3.1. - Let V beanr dimensional vector space and (f) :V —> V an endomorphism
of V. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) Tr(^) = 0,/or z = l , . . . , r ;
(2) Tr(^) = 0, for every ^ (E End(V) such that ^{Ker^) C Ker^, for i = 1,..., r.
By recalling the description of T^^Us{^, a, d) given by Proposition 5.1.4, the definition
of the quasi-parabolic structure of E given in (5.3.2), by using Lemma 5.3.1 and
Lemma 5.1.5, it follows easily that there is a natural inclusion of ^(/^o^d) in the
cotangent bundle T*^(^,a,d).
From what we have seen, we derive the following
THEOREM 5.3.2. - The variety X = C~^(G) is a Poisson variety foliated by the
symplectic varieties ^(^c, a, d). Each symplectic leaf X(^^ a, d) is canonically isomorphic
to a subvariety of the cotangent bundle to Us{^, a, d) with the induced canonical symplectic
structure.
As a special case let us consider the subvariety X C X consisting of pairs (£', (f)) such
that (f)p^ = 0, for j = 1,..., m. For each pair (£1, (/)) G X, the quasi-parabolic structure of
the vector bundle E defined in (5.3.2) is trivial, i.e., for each Pj G Dg we have the trivial
filtration of Ep^ given by Ep^ D 0. In this situation the moduli space of stable parabolic
bundles (with this trivial parabolic structure) coincides with the ordinary moduli space of
stable vector bundles Us{r,d), and, from (5.3.3), we derive a map
7T:X^U^d).

Note that the hypothesis c/)p^ = 0, for each Pj G Ds, is equivalent to assuming that (f) is in
the image of the map s : H°{C,£nd{E) 0 K) -^ H°{C,£nd{E) 0 L). This shows that
X coincides with the image of the map P{r, d, K) -^ P(r, d, L), sending a pair (J?, </>) to
{E.scf)). With this identification we see that TT : X —> Us{r,d} is precisely the cotangent
bundle to the moduli space Us{r,d), and the Poisson structure of X coincides with the
canonical symplectic structure of T"Us(r,d).
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